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Abstract

This thesis describes the development of a dedicated, high-accuracy part-of-speech
(PoS) tagging solution for Faroese. To achieve this, a state-of-the-art neural PoS tag-
ger for Icelandic, ABLTagger, was trained on the 100,000 word Sosialurin PoS-tagged
corpus for Faroese, standardised with methods previously applied to Icelandic cor-
pora. This tagger was supplemented with a novel Experimental Database of Faroese
Inflection (EDFM), which contains morphological information on 67,488 Faroese
words with about one million inflectional forms. This approach produced a PoS-
tagging model for Faroese which achieves a 91.40% overall accuracy when evaluated
with 10-fold cross validation, which is currently the highest accuracy for a dedicated
Faroese PoS-tagging implementation. The tagging model, morphological database,
proposed revised PoS tagset for Faroese as well as a revised and standardised Sosial-
urin corpus are all presented as products of this project and are made available for
use in further research in Faroese language technology.

Útdráttur

Þessi ritgerð lýsir þróun nákvæms málfræðimarkara fyrir færeysku. Til að ná slíku
fram var íslenski tauganetsmarkarinn ABLTagger, sem hefur náð besta birta árangri
í íslenskri málfræðimörkun, þjálfaður á færeyskri markaðri málheild sem kennd er við
dagblaðið Sosialurin og inniheldur u.þ.b. 100.000 lesmálsorð. Færeyska mörkunar-
líkanið notast við nýja Bráðabirgðabeygingarlýsingu færeysks nútímamáls (BBFN)
til að betrumbæta mörkunina en beygingarlýsingin inniheldur beygingargögn fyrir
um 67,488 færeysk orð, samtals u.þ.b. milljón stakar beygingarmyndir. Þessi aðferð
skilaði mörkunarlíkani fyrir færeysku sem nær 91,40% mörkunarnákvæmni, sem
er besti birti árangur í sjálfvirkri málfræðimörkun á færeysku. Mörkunarlíkanið,
beygingarlýsingin, tillaga að endurbættu færeysku markamengi og yfirfarin Sosial-
urin málheild eru allt afurðir þessa verkefnis og eru gerðar aðgengilegar, svo þær
megi nýtast sem best í frekari rannsóknum í færeyskri máltækni.
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1 Introduction

In the age of modern technological innovations, it is crucial for a language to be ready
for new technological challenges and applications and maintain a presence in digital
media. This is achieved with active research in the field of language technology and
with development of both digital language resources and natural language processing
(NLP) tools for the language.1 This is especially true for languages with few speakers
or languages whose usage sphere is encroached upon by other, more established
languages. Such is the case for Faroese, a North Germanic language spoken by
about 50,000 people in the Faroe Islands, an autonomous territory in the Kingdom
of Denmark. A handful of previous studies in Faroese language technology exists but
very few extensive databases and ready-to-use systems are available for the language
at large. As a result, the amount of available digital language resources for Faroese is
limited. With the general influence of English-language media on daily life and the
complex position of the Danish language in Faroese society,2 it is imperative that
Faroese language technology be brought up to speed, so that Faroese may stand
on an equal footing to other languages in technical innovations and in linguistic
research.

This project aims at developing a dedicated, high-accuracy Part-of-Speech (PoS)
tagging solution for Faroese. In PoS-tagging, each running word in a text is labeled
with a PoS tag, which depicts the important grammatical features of the word in a
standardised manner. Limited recent research has been performed on such an imple-
mentation for the language and as PoS taggers are fundamental in various further
NLP implementations and linguistic research, the need for new research is appar-
ent. In the current project, as a basis for a Faroese PoS tagger, a state-of-the-art
BiLSTM neural PoS-tagging system for Icelandic, ABLTagger (Steingrímsson et al.
2019), is used as a foundation to build on, in addition to various methods used in
Icelandic NLP research. The reason why these Icelandic resources may also be ap-
plied to Faroese is the extensive grammatical similarities between the two languages.
These similarities are especially apparent in morphology, as both languages retain
grammatical categories and nuances not apparent in related languages. In contrast
with Faroese, the last two decades have seen broad gains for Icelandic in the field
of language technology, producing tools and databases which have enabled both
various new technical implementations for the language and new opportunities in

1Cf. discussion in Nikulásdóttir et al. (2017); Nikulásdóttir et al. (2020).
2See, e.g. Petersen (2012).
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linguistic research. With the grammatical similarities of the two languages in mind,
this goes to show that the same is possible for Faroese.

Using Icelandic NLP tools and methods, a Faroese PoS-tagging model was pro-
duced which achieves an overall tagging accuracy of 91.40%. This is considerably
higher than the previous dedicated PoS tagger for Faroese which achieved 87.00%
using a similar tagset and trained on the same corpus, the Faroese Sosialurin corpus,
which contains news articles, totalling about 100,000 words (Hansen et al. 2004).
Furthermore, the current project produced various data set innovations which could
prove useful in further NLP research for Faroese. These include a proposed revised
tagging scheme for Faroese which is optimised for high-accuracy PoS-tagging and a
standardised version of the aforementioned Sosialurin corpus for use in NLP projects.
In addition to this, the project produced a novel inflection database for Faroese, the
Experimental Database of Faroese Morphology (EDFM), which contains detailed
morphological information on 67,488 Faroese words, modelled on the Dictionary of
Icelandic Morphology (Bjarnadóttir 2012; Bjarnadóttir et al. 2019). These data sets
have been made available online3 for further development and research in Faroese
language technology.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the fundamentals of PoS-
tagging and describes three earlier NLP implementations for Faroese. Furthermore,
it details the aforementioned ABLTagger system for Icelandic, which serves as the
technical foundation for the current project. Section 3 describes the creation and
standardisation of the data sets used in the current project. This includes the pro-
posed revisions of the Sosialurin corpus and its Faroese-specific PoS-tagging scheme
(Hansen et al. 2004) and the compilation and generation of morphological data
to create the EDFM. Section 4 details the training and evaluation process for the
Faroese ABLTagger implementation and discusses the evaluation results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.

3See: https://github.com/hinrikur/far-ABLTagger.
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2 Previous work

This section discusses previous research relevant to the current project. Firstly, the
general aspects of part-of-speech (PoS) tagging are introduced and different ap-
proaches in PoS-tagging are described. Secondly, previous NLP research that focuses
on Faroese is discussed, mainly focusing on experiments in PoS-tagging. Finally, the
general applicability of Icelandic-based NLP tools and research for the benefit of
Faroese NLP research is discussed.

2.1 Part-of-speech tagging

Part of Speech (PoS) tagging is the process of labelling words and symbols of running
text based on their lexical category and morphological features. Text corpora that
have been PoS-tagged in this way serve as a valuable tool in various fields of linguistic
research and language technology. Although the process of PoS-tagging can be done
manually, the need for fast PoS-tagging of large bodies of text means that it is mostly
an automatic task, with the creation and improvement of PoS-tagging systems an
active area of research.

The basic unit in PoS-tagging is the tag string, which is a label or a combination
of labels applied on each text token. The set of all possible tag strings in a tagging
scheme is called a tagset. To illustrate this, the sentence They will play on Satur-
day, 10 June., an excerpt from the English Parallel Universal Dependencies (PUD)
corpus4 (Zeman et al. 2018), which uses the Google universal tagset (Petrov et al.
2012) is shown in Table 1, with each token’s corresponding tag and explanation of
said tag.

Tokan Tag Explanation
They PRON Pronoun
will AUX Auxiliary verb
play VERB Verb
on ADP Adposition
Saturday PROPN Proper name
, PUNCT Punctuation
10 NUM Numeral
June PROPN Proper name
. PUNCT Punctuation

Table 1: Excerpt of English PUD corpus showing Google universal tags
4PUD sentence ID: n01115005.
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PoS tags are generally thought of as being either fine-grained or coarse, i.e., they
either capture detailed or general morphosyntactic information, depending on the
application of the tagging scheme. Note that in the example shown in Table 1, the
two verbs receive different tags, with one being tagged as an auxiliary verb. Despite
this distinction, the tagset in the example is relatively simple, containing 17 PoS tags
in total. Such a coarse tagset can be applied to various different languages without
much modifications, which is important in a project like PUD. Inversely, fine-grained
tagsets are often used to describe a specific language in grammatical detail. This is
the case for, e.g., the tagset used in the Penn Parsed Corpora of Historical English
(PPCHE; Kroch and Taylor 2000; Kroch et al. 2004). For example, this tagging
scheme has around 30 unique PoS tags just for tagging verbs5 and in using it, the
word will from Table 1 would receive the tag MD, indicating a modal verb, and
play would receive the tag VB, indicating a main verb in the infinitive mood.

Currently, PoS-tagging software can be roughly divided into two main groups;
rule-based taggers and data-driven taggers. Rule-based taggers (e.g., Brill 1992) use
hand compiled rule sets to tag text. These are most often specific to a particular
language. Creating this type of a tagger can be inefficient as compiling rules by hand
is most often a time consuming process. Data-driven taggers use specific algorithms
to calculate a correct tag for a given token based on already PoS-tagged training
data. These include, but are not limited to, probabilistic taggers, most famously
those that use Hidden Markov Models (e.g., Kupiec 1992). Compared to rule-based
taggers, a benefit of data-driven taggers is that they are language independent,
as they base their “rules” on the PoS-tagged training data itself and not language
specific rules. Additionally, a subset of data-driven taggers are neural taggers. These
use artificial neural networks to learn from training data. Machine learning methods
have seen a general rise in popularity in NLP for the last decade and are a main
focus of this current project. Specific types of neural networks used in tagging are
further discussed in Section 2.3.2.1.

2.2 Faroese NLP research

The present project aims to develop a tagging solution for Faroese. As mentioned
in Section 1, Faroese is a North Germanic language spoken by about 50,000 people
in the Faroe Islands, an autonomous territory in the Kingdom of Denmark. As

5See tagset description: https://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora/annotation/
pos-verbs.htm.
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for any language, maintaining digital language resources is an important factor in
ensuring the livelihood of a language in the age of technology and to combat the
encroachment of other languages, e.g., English, in various forms of media and in
daily life. For Faroese, this is compounded by the low number of speakers and its
complex relationship with Danish, which permeates all levels of Faroese society.6

The cornerstone of maintaining digital language resources is research in NLP and
in language technology in general. Overall, there have been limited advances in these
fields for Faroese in the past decades, although some research has taken place. Three
notable projects are discussed in this section, mainly concerning PoS-tagging, which
is the focus of the current project. These are the Sosialurinn PoS-tagging project
by Hansen et al. (2004), the FarParsald project by Ingason et al. (2014) and the
work-in-progress Faroese implementation of the Giellatekno7 software by Trosterud
(2009).

2.2.1 The Sosialurin project

Creating a dedicated PoS tagger for Faroese has already been the focus of at least
one previous research project. This project conducted by Hansen et al. (2004) aimed
at gathering text into a sizeable corpus, which would then be machine-tagged and
finally manually corrected to create a standardised PoS-tagged corpus for Faroese,
to be used in NLP projects and linguistic research. This corpus, hereafter referred
to as the Sosialurin corpus, contains 221 excerpts from the newspaper Sosialurin.8

In total, this corpus contains 119,833 tokens in 4,073 sentences. Out of these tokens,
103,947 are running words, i.e., excluding punctuation.

As the corpus was meant to be used in NLP projects and linguistic research in
general, the corpus comes prepared in a token-tag format, where each line of the
corpus file contains a single token and its corresponding PoS tag, separated by a
tab character. Sentences are demarcated with an empty line. Concurrently with the
creation of the Sosialurin corpus, a PoS tagset for Faroese was created. This relatively
fine-grained tagset, which was based on the IFD tagging scheme for Icelandic (see,
e.g., Pind et al. 1991), further discussed in Section 2.3.1.1, was intended to be able
to represent all morphological categories relevant for each token in Faroese running
text. An example of the corpus format is shown in Table 1, where the sentence in
(1) from the unmodified Sosialurin corpus is shown.

6For discussion on the relationship between Faroese and Danish, see, e.g., Petersen (2012).
7See: http://giellatekno.uit.no/.
8Accessible at: https://www.sosialurin.fo/.
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(1) Seinnipartin
the afternoon

í dag
today

skulu
shall

øll
all

tíggju
ten

2.
2nd

deildarliðini
league teams

í
into

eldin.
the fire

‘This afternoon, all ten of the 2nd league teams will compete.’

Seinnapartin SMSAA
í EA
dag SMSA
skulu VNPP3
øll PNPN
tíggju NCNPN
2 NC
. .
deildarliðini SNSNA
í EA
eldin SMSAA
. .

Figure 1: Example of Sosialurin corpus text format

Along the running text of the corpus, each article from the original newspaper
is demarcated with a comment, containing the title and ID number of the corre-
sponding article. For example, in the first article of the corpus, Guðrið Poulsen í
Ribershúsi, the title appears as %% 163 Guðrið Poulsen í Riberhúsi.

In the original project, the Sosialurin corpus was used to train TnT Brants (2000),
a statistical tagger that uses Markov models. This choice of tagger makes sense
for the time, as TnT was at the forefront of PoS-tagging research and was, as a
data-driven tagger, language independent. Hansen et al. (2004) report an overall
accuracy of 87.0% for this implementation, with 91.0% for known words and 64.7%
for unknown words. As this is the only PoS tagger trained on a PoS-tagged corpus
of Faroese, it may be thought of as a baseline in PoS-tagging the language.

2.2.2 FarParsald experiments

Although not solely an experiment in PoS-tagging, the parsing experiment performed
by Ingason et al. (2014) is worth mentioning. This experiment, among other topics,
focused on using a syntactically annotated corpus of Faroese, the Faroese Parsed
Historical Corpus (FarPaHC; Sigurðsson et al. (2012)), to train a syntactical parser,
FarParsald, based on the well established data-driven Berkeley parser (Petrov et al.
2006; Petrov and Klein 2007). The FarPaHC project in general can be thought of
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as an offshoot of its Icelandic counterpart, the Icelandic Parsed Historical Corpus
(IcePaHC; Rögnvaldsson et al. 2012) as they were manually tagged and annotated
using a mostly identical annotation scheme.

As FarPaHC is a relatively small corpus, containing about 40,000 tokens (com-
pared to the 1,000,000 tokens of IcePaHC), its use in training a widely applicable
syntactical parser for Faroese may be limited. The authors experimented on this by
adding excerpts from IcePaHC to the FarPaHC training material. This was deemed
possible, both due to the grammatical similarity of the two languages and because
the shared annotation scheme. Using this approach, the overall parsing accuracy of
FarParsald was raised from 75.44% to 78.06%, when 20% of the IcePaHC corpus,
about 200,000 tokens, was added to the Faroese training data. In effect, a training
set made of mostly Icelandic data returned better results than the Faroese-only data.

Importantly for the current project, the PoS-tagging accuracy of FarParsald
was also measured. This was possible as the IcePaHC and FarPaHC annotation
schemes contain PoS tags for each token in addition to the syntactical annotation.
Interestingly, the approach of adding excerpts from material from IcePaHC to the
Faroese training set, as described above, also returned favourable results for the
PoS-tagging. Using only FarPaHC as training material returned an overall PoS-
tagging accuracy of 88.86%, while combining it with about 20% of the IcePaHC
corpus raised the accuracy to 90.40%. Furthermore, the authors argue that these
results are a product of a combination of the two data sets working well in tandem,
and that Icelandic data is not applicable in itself for PoS-tagging Faroese. This was
shown when FarParsald returned a drastically lowered overall tagging accuracy of
50%, trained on a 300,000 token excerpt of IcePaHC.

It is important to note that the high accuracy achieved by the FarParsald exper-
iment is not directly comparable to the Sosialurin experiment described in Section
2.2.1, as the FarPaHC PoS-tagging scheme is simpler than fine-grained Sosialurin
tagging scheme and can be expected to result in a higher overall accuracy. Even so,
the FarParsald experiment is significant for the current project, as it is among the
few examples of a PoS-tagging experiment on Faroese. The supplementation of the
training material with Icelandic data is also important, as it underlines the similarity
of the two languages and the broad applicability of Icelandic NLP data and tools
for Faroese, as is a focus of the current project.
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2.2.3 Faroese implementation by Giellatekno

Giellatekno, the Centre for Saami language technology at the University of Tromsø9

maintains grammatical analysers for various languages. As described by Trosterud
(2009), among these is a Faroese implementation, which is at the same time a finite
state-based morphological analyser, a grammatical disambiguator and a dependency
parser. This tool, the source code of which is accessible on GitHub10 is likely the
most extensive NLP tool for Faroese and is currently in active development for use
in Faroese spell-checking software.

The Faroese Giellatekno implementation is a fully rule-based tool which, as of
now, is intended for use in spell-checking and disambiguation software. As already
mentioned, the implementation consists of three distinct parts. Firstly, a morpholog-
ical analyser, referred to as Ffst by the author, is a finite state transducer compiled
with Xerox compilers.11 The other two parts, the disambiguator Fdis and depen-
dency grammar Fdep, are written within the Constraint Grammar framework, based
on Karlsson (1990).

2.3 The ABLTagger experiment for Icelandic

ABLTagger 12 is a state-of-the-art PoS-tagging system for Icelandic described in Ste-
ingrímsson et al. (2019). It consists of a neural network, a so-called bidirectional
Long Short-term memory (bi-LSTM) network, which uses a manually tagged corpus
as training material, augmented by a morphological database, to achieve levels of
accuracy not seen before in PoS-tagging Icelandic. Various approaches taken in the
ABLTagger architecture are novel for PoS-tagging and as such are of great inter-
est for further experimentation. Importantly, as ABLTagger is nominally language-
independent, it can be tested on other languages besides Icelandic, provided that
the required linguistic data sets are available for the given language. Furthermore,
ABLTagger may perform well on Faroese specifically, as Icelandic and Faroese are
grammatically similar. In this section, the data sets used in the original experiment
are described and how they were used within the ABLTagger architecture.

9Accessible at: http://giellatekno.uit.no/.
10See: https://github.com/giellalt/lang-fao.
11For further discussion on this type of implementation, refer to Beesley and Karttunen (2003).
12Augmented bidirectional long short-term memory tagger; ABLTagger for short.
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2.3.1 Data sets

ABLTagger uses two types of data sets; a PoS-tagged training corpus, and a mor-
phological database. These are described in this section.

2.3.1.1 Corpora used for training

Two training corpora are relevant to the ABLTagger experiment. The first is the
Icelandic Frequency Dictionary corpus, which is the original gold standard used to
train ABLTagger. The other is the MIM-GOLD corpus, a considerably larger and
textually more varied manually corrected corpus, which was experimentally used as
a training corpus for ABLTagger.

Originally, the corpus used for training ABLTagger was the Icelandic Frequency
Dictionary (IFD) corpus (Pind et al. 1991). This corpus consists of manually PoS-
tagged texts of various genres, totalling 590,279 token-tag pairs. This corpus has
long been a standard training corpus in Icelandic NLP research, mainly because
it was the only available manually tagged and lemmatised corpus for the language
(see, e.g., Helgadóttir 2005, Loftsson 2007 and Ingason et al. 2008).

The release of the corpus saw the introduction of the IFD tagging scheme, a
revised form of which is a widely used PoS tagset for Icelandic to this day. In
this tagging scheme, each PoS tag consists of a string of characters, each having
a particular morphosyntactic function. This is illustrated in Table 2, where the
sentence in (2) is shown as it appears in the corpus.

(2) Ég
I

stökk
jumped

á
on

eftir
after

strætó
bus

og
and

veifaði.
waved

‘I jumped after the bus and waved.’

Token Lemma PoS tag Explanation
Ég ég fp1en f : pronoun; p: personal; 1: 1st person;

e: singular; n: nominative;
stökk stökkva sfg1eþ s: verb; f : indicative; g: active;

1: 1st person; e: singular; þ: past tense
á á aa a: adverb; a: doesn’t govern case;
eftir eftir aþ a: adverb; þ: governs dative;
strætó strætó nkeþ n: noun; k: masculine; e: singular; þ: dative;
og og c c: conjunction;
veifaði veifa sfg1eþ s: verb; f : indicative; g: active;

1: 1st person; e: singular; þ: past tense

Table 2: Excerpt from the IFD corpus, with explanations
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The relevant information in a corpus like IFD for use in training a PoS tagger
are the tokens of the running text and the PoS tag strings themselves. For the
ABLTagger experiment, a version of the IFD corpus with a revised and reduced
tagging scheme was used. In this version the total number of tags that appear is
565 (Steingrímsson et al. 2019), compared to 639 in the original IFD (Loftsson
et al. 2011). Following Loftsson (2006, 2009), evaluation of the training step for
ABLTagger was done using 10-fold cross-validation. This is achieved by creating 10
disjoint pairs of training and testing sets, where each test set contains about 10% of
the corpus, and each training set contains the other 90%.

ABLTagger was also trained on a second corpus, the so-called MIM-GOLD. This
manually corrected PoS-tagged corpus contains approximately 1 million running
words, which is about double the size of the IFD corpus. As a purpose-built Icelandic
gold standard for use in NLP projects and research, it has its origins in the Tagged
Icelandic Corpus (MIM), a genre-varied machine tagged corpus of about 25 million
running words (Helgadóttir et al. 2012). In addition to the difference in size, MIM-
GOLD is more varied in text genres included compared to IFD, as it contains 13
different text categories. For comparison, the IFD corpus consists of about 80%
literary texts, while MIM-GOLD consists of 20% literary texts, in addition to media
texts, websites, school essays, e-mails and spoken word texts, among others.

The use of MIM-GOLD for training PoS taggers has long been somewhat ex-
perimental. Use of IFD is much better established in previous work in PoS-tagging
Icelandic and research concerning MIM-GOLD has mainly centred on improving the
tagging scheme and fixing errors in the corpus itself.

2.3.1.2 Morphological component

The morphological database used in the ABLTagger experiment (Steingrímsson
et al. 2019:3.2) was the Database of Icelandic Morphology13 (DIM; Bjarnadóttir
2012; Bjarnadóttir et al. 2019). This database contains around 290,000 inflectional
paradigms with over 5.8 million inflectional forms, aiming to be a descriptive re-
source for Icelandic. The database in its modern form is both accessible online for
looking up individual words14 and is also downloadable as a whole, with conditions,
for use in NLP projects and research.15

13Formerly the Database of Modern Icelandic Inflection (DMII)
14See: https://bin.arnastofnun.is/
15See: https://bin.arnastofnun.is/DMII/LTData/
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DIM is available in various output formats. The most commonly used format in
NLP projects, such as by Loftsson et al. (2011), Ingólfsdóttir et al. (2019) and in the
original ABLTagger experiment, is the so-called Sigrúnarsnið (hereafter the DIM
basic format), which is a standardised, comma-separated value file format, originally
prepared and named for Sigrún Helgadóttir for use in the preparation of the MIM
corpus, discussed in Section 2.3.1.1.

Each line of the DIM basic format file contains the information of one inflectional
form of a word. To illustrate this an example of a full paradigm for the noun grunnur
‘foundation’ is shown in Table 3 and its counterpart in the DIM basic format shown
in Figure 2.

Singular Plural
Case Ind. Def. Ind. Def.
Nom. grunnur grunnurinn grunnar grunnarnir
Acc. grunn grunninn grunna grunnana
Dat. grunni grunninum grunnum grunnunum
Gen. grunns grunnsins grunna grunnanna

Table 3: Icelandic noun inflectional paradigm: Inflections of grunnur

As shown in Figure 2, each line consists of 6 fields, or columns, separated by
semicolons. Each field has a specific role, containing either morphological information
on the inflectional form or information on its position in the database. The fields
are in order: Lemma, database ID number, word class, semantic field, Inflected word
form and DMII-specific PoS tag. These are further shown in Table 4, with the first
line from the excerpt in Figure 2 given as an example.

Lemma ID Word class Semantic field Word form PoS tag
grunnur 6146 kk alm grunnur NFET

Table 4: Fields of the DIM basic format

An important part of the DIM basic format is the morphological tagging scheme,
shown in field 6 in the examples above. This scheme is specific to DIM and tailored
to the internal structure of the database. Because of this, the DIM tagging scheme
does not match up one-to-one to the IFD-format PoS-tagging schemes discussed in
Section 2.3.1.1. This fact becomes important when both of these language resources
are used in tandem in NLP projects, such as ABLTagger, and is further discussed
in section 2.3.2.2.
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grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnur;NFET
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnurinn;NFETgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunn;ÞFET
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunninn;ÞFETgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunni;ÞGFET
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunninum;ÞGFETgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunns;EFET
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnsins;EFETgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnar;NFFT
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnarnir;NFFTgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunna;ÞFFT
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnana;ÞFFTgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnum;ÞGFFT
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnunum;ÞGFFTgr
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunna;EFFT
grunnur;6146;kk;alm;grunnanna;EFFTgr

Figure 2: Excerpt from the DIM basic format output: Inflections of grunnur

2.3.2 Tagger architecture

The neural network architecture used in ABLTagger is, to a large extent, based
on previous work by Plank et al. (2016). The architecture uses bi-LSTMs, a type
of artificial neural network, to PoS-tag texts. The full ABLTagger model described
by Steingrímsson et al. (2019) has two main steps which determine the tagging
procedure of the model. Firstly, the input text and morphological data on each
word are turned into vectors which are concatenated together, before being read
by the network. Secondly, before the main tagging takes place, a pre-tagging step is
implemented, which, although technically identical to the main step, uses a simplified
tagset and in doing so, improves the accuracy of the main tagging procedure. These
components are described in this section.16

2.3.2.1 Artificial neural networks and bi-LSTMs

The use of artificial neural networks in NLP has become well established in the past
decade. The types of neural networks in use in the field varies from application to
application and the details of each would far outweigh the scope of this project.17 The

16The description in this section is based on the aforementioned papers by Plank et al. (2016)
and Steingrímsson et al. (2019).

17See, e.g., Schmidhuber (2015) for an overview of the various types of neural networks.
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specific type of neural network used in ABLTagger is a bidirectional long short-term
memory neural network or bi-LSTM, the details of which are described below.

The foundations of bi-LSTMs lie in recurrent neural networks (RNNs), a class
of neural networks where the connections between the nodes of the network form
a direct graph along a temporal sequence (Elman 1990). When thought of as a
function, the input of an RNN is a sequence of n vectors, ~x1, ..., ~xn and the output
another vector, ~hn, which depends on the entire sequence of input vectors. The
output vector is then fed into some kind of classifier, e.g., another RNN. Simply
put, an RNN predicts an outcome based on the sequence of the entire input, i.e., its
ordering in time. This makes RNNs well suited to compute vector representations of
word sequences, e.g., running text, and thus a good candidate for use in PoS-tagging.

A bidirectional RNN (bi-RNN) is an RNN as described above, which reads the
input backwards, in addition to reading it forwards. In practice, this means that the
input sequence of vectors x1:n is reversed (r) and concatenated (◦) to its forward
(f ) self before being applied in the RNN:18

bi-RNN(x1:n) = RNNf (x1:n) ◦ RNNr(xn:1)

By doing this, a bi-RNN can “look” both forwards and backwards in time through
the sequence of inputs, which is beneficial.

Furthermore, long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) are a type of RNN,
where the nodes of the network have been replaced with LSTM cells, which, simply
put, are purpose built to hold longer on to important information through a time
sequence (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). This is of use in a long linear sequence
of inputs, e.g., a long sentence of text. Finally, bi-LSTMs are to regular LSTMs what
bi-RNNs are to regular RNNs; the input vectors are reversed and concatenated before
use in the network, giving the network both a look forwards and backwards through
the input sequence.

2.3.2.2 Vectorised input

The input of the full ABLTagger model consists of tokenised text, supplemented by
morphological information. To make these inputs applicable to a neural network,
they are turned into vectors, although by distinct means.

Fundamentally, a PoS tagger tags each token of a text based on the form of the
token itself and on the sequential context of the token within the text. To achieve

18Example adapted from Plank et al. (2016).
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this distinction for ABLTagger, a combination of word embeddings and character
embeddings is used. For a given token, the word embeddings capture the sequential
context inside a 128-dimensional vector, here denoted with ~w, and are based on
the occurrence of the token in the training data. The character embeddings work
similarly, but concern the context of characters within a token. They capture the
lexical information of the token within a vector with 20 dimensions, ~c, which, again,
is based on the occurrence of the characters in the training data. These two vectors
are concatenated together, producing a single vector, ~w+~c, which contains all lexical
and contextual information for a token.19

The vectorisation of the morphological component functions somewhat differ-
ently. As discussed in Section 2.3.1.2, the DIM basic format gives detailed inflec-
tional information on any word form of the more than 290,000 lemmas it contains.
This inflectional information is encoded into the DMII tag string, which is not fully
compatible with the tagging scheme that ABLTagger uses. To illustrate, Table 4
from Section 2.3.1.2 is shown again as Table 5.

Lemma ID Word class Semantic field Word form PoS tag
grunnur 6146 kk alm grunnur NFET

Table 5: Fields of the DIM basic format, reiterated

The fields that contain the relevant morphological information are 3, 5 and 6, which
contain word class, word form and the DIM PoS tag, respectively. As shown, the
DIM PoS tag for the word grunnur is NFET, which stands for “nominative, sin-
gular” and the word class is kk, which is this context stands for “noun, masculine".
In the MIM-GOLD tagging scheme discussed in Section 2.3.1.1, the PoS tag for
these grammatical categories would be nken. While in this example the difference
seems almost minimal, the variation can be quite extensive. As such, some kind of
conversion must happen so the tagger can use one tagging scheme with information
from another one.

The solution to this, as proposed by Steingrímsson et al. (2019), is to save the
morphological information for each word as an n-hot vector. This is a 1× n matrix
containing bits, i.e., digits with either the value 1 or 0. The specific n-hot vector
used here, denoted with ~m, contains 61 bits, one for each possible label in the
DIM basic format. For the word in Table 5, this vector would have the value 1 in

19For further discussion on word and character embeddings, refer to chapter 6 of Jurafsky and
Martin (2019).
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the positions corresponding to noun, masculine, nominative, singular, and 0 in the
other 57 positions:

~m =
[
11 02 02 . . . 059 160 061

]
This vector containing the morphological information for a token is then concate-
nated to the other two vectors containing contextual information described above,
thus encoding all the necessary information in a standardised vector, ready for the
neural network:

~w + ~c+ ~m

This process of vectorisation and concatenation is then repeated for all the tokens
in a given text, producing a series of vectors. These can then serve as the input of a
bi-LSTM as described in Section 2.3.2.1, although the full ABLTagger model adds
one more step to this process.

2.3.2.3 Pre-tagging step

As discussed in Section 2.3.1.1, the IFD and MIM-GOLD tagging schemes are rela-
tively complex, containing hundreds of possible tag strings. Despite this, a constant
of the tagging scheme is that the first symbol of a tag string always denotes the
lexical category of the given PoS tag. Despite this regularity, without modifications,
a PoS tagger does not see a difference between an error in the first symbol of a tag
and an error in any of the other symbols, even though a human recognises that an
error in lexical category is much more decisive than an error in the rest of the tag
string.

To prevent these types of errors, the full ABLTagger model uses a two-step
tagging process; a pre-tagger and a main tagger. The two steps are technically
identical, with the only difference being tagset size. The main tagger uses all the
565 tags available, while the pre-tagger use only the first symbol of these tags,
essentially using a coarse tagset of 14 possible PoS tags. With such a coarse tagset,
a tagging accuracy of 98.97% was achieved for the pre-tagger. This highly accurate
output is then converted to a one-hot vector, here denoted with ~p. A one-hot vector
is similar to an n-hot vector, as described in Section 2.3.2.2, but only one of the
contained bits can have the value 1, while the rest have the value 0. This vector
is concatenated to the original input of the neural network, as described in Section
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2.3.2.2, albeit before the morphological information is concatenated to the input
vector. The complete input vector in the full ABLTagger model thus consists of all
the vectors described above, concatenated together:

~w + ~c+ ~p+ ~m

The additional information of word category encoded in the vector ~p guides the
model to the correct lexical category of a token and thus raising the final accuracy
of the tagger.

2.3.3 Experiment setup and results

The experiment carried out by Steingrímsson et al. evaluated three different imple-
mentations of the model described above. The first consisted solely of the BiLSTM
network, with word and character embeddings as input. This also served as the
baseline for the experiment. The second model implemented the DIM morphologi-
cal component, in addition to the baseline. The third model added the pre-tagging
step to the other components, containing the full ABLTagger model. All models
used the same hyperparameters for training. Stochastic gradient descent was used
with an initial learning rate of 0.13, with a decay rate of 5% per epoch and each
model running for 30 epochs. The hidden layer of the network had 32 states and
the input embeddings had 128 dimensions for words, 20 for characters, 61 for the
morphological component and 10 for the lexical categories from the pre-tagging step.

The evaluation results for the three models is shown in Table 6, with statistics
for overall accuracy, known-word accuracy and unknown-word accuracy.

Model Accuracy Known Unknown
Baseline 93.25% 95.19% 66.84%
+ DIM 94.84% 95.17% 54.61%
+ Pre-tagger 95.15% 95.48% 54.06%

Table 6: Accuracy of ABLTagger models when trained on IFD

The full ABLTagger model, with both the morphological and pre-tagging compo-
nents, achieves the highest accuracy of the three. Furthermore, the the full model
achieved a higher overall accuracy than the previous state-of-the-art PoS tagger
for Icelandic, IceStagger (Loftsson and Östling 2013), which achieved 93.84% an
averaged perceptron network, supplemented with the DIM database and word em-
beddings.
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Furthermore, the full ABLTagger model was trained and evaluated on both the
MIM-GOLD corpus and a combination of MIM-GOLD and the IFD corpus. The
results of this step are shown in Table 7

Model Accuracy Known Unknown
MIM-GOLD 94.04% 95.13% 68.34%
+ IFD 94.17% 95.62% 68.18%

Table 7: Accuracy of full ABLTagger model when trained on MIM-GOLD

Interestingly, when trained on a larger data set, the full ABLTagger model achieves
a lower accuracy score than when trained only on the IFD corpus. Adding the IFD
to the training data raises this score minutely. Steingrímsson et al. suspect that
this may be caused by the MIM-GOLD corpus having a more varied text content
compared to IFD. This is in line with previous work by Barkarson (2018), where
Stagger, an averaged perceptron tagger, similarly achieved lower overall accuracy
when trained on only MIM-GOLD. Furthermore, by evaluating the tagging of unseen
text genres, Barkarson showed that text genre representation in a given training
corpus is crucial to achieving optimal tagging accuracy, which in all likelihood is
also true for ABLTagger.
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3 Data set creation and standardisation

This section describes the work in the present project, aimed at gathering and
standardising the data needed to effectively prepare the ABLTagger neural tagger
for Faroese. This data has three main components. Firstly a part-of-speech tagging
scheme for the language is needed to perform any tagging at all. Secondly, a PoS-
tagged corpus, preferably manually tagged or corrected and of a relatively large size,
is needed to train the tagging system. Thirdly a morphological description for the
language, in a specific format, is needed to both improve the PoS-tagging further
and to faithfully replicate the original ABLTagger experiment.

3.1 Faroese Tagset

Faroese is a morphologically rich language compared to other modern Germanic
languages, e.g., English and the mainland Scandinavian languages. This is apparent
both in nominals and verbs. Nominals inflect variously in number, case, gender and
definiteness for nouns and additionally degree for adjectives, with articles, pronouns,
and some cardinal and ordinal numbers also inflecting for number, case and gender
(Þráinsson et al. 2004:60–61). Verbs conjugate with regards to person, number, tense
and voice, with specific infinitive, imperative, participle and even subjunctive forms
(Þráinsson et al. 2004:66). Put simply, inflectional markers are suffixed to a word
stem to create different grammatical forms, although the system as a whole is of
course more nuanced than this.

Concisely portraying this inflectional richness would be very beneficial in a
Faroese PoS-tagging scheme. In this section, an already existing tagging scheme
which aims to do exactly this is examined. Furthermore, possible revisions of this
tagging scheme are put forth and discussed.

3.1.1 Original Sosialurin tagset

Although containing over 100,000 manually corrected PoS-tagged tokens, it is im-
portant to note that the Sosialurin corpus is smaller than the corpora used in the
original ABLTagger experiment. For comparison, the main Icelandic gold standard
corpus used for ABLTagger, the Icelandic Frequency Dictionary Corpus (Pind et al.
1991), at 590,279 tokens, is more than 5 times larger than the Sosialurin corpus, thus
presumably being more representative of the language it contains. This does however
not disqualify the Sosialurin corpus from this task immediately, as until testing, it
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remains to be seen exactly what effect this has on tagging accuracy, which is dis-
cussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2. Furthermore, it is the most applicable Faroese
text corpus for the project at hand.

The fundamental unit of the original Sosialurin tagset is the tag string, which
is a string of analytical symbols that indicate the different morphological categories
of a token. The tag string can be thought of as containing a series of “columns” or
“tiers”, each containing a distinct morphological category. This is illustrated in Table
8, where each token in the sentence shown in (3) is shown with its respective tag
and an explanation of said tag.

(3) Hann
he

er
is

grivin
buried

undir
under

Homrum.
Hamrar

‘He is buried at Hamrar.’

Token Tag Explanation
Hann PMSN P-pronoun, M-masculine, S-singular, N-nominative
er VNPS3 V-verb, N-indicative, P-present, S-singular, 3-third person
grivin VAMSN V-verb, A-past participle, M-masculine, S-singular, N-nominative,
undir ED E-preposition, D-governs dative
Homrum SMSDL S-noun, M-masculine, S-singular, D-dative, L-place name,

Table 8: Example of original Sosialurin tagset, with explanations

As is apparent in Table 8, the first letter of each tag string is the word class of
the respective token, the most important distributional category. As such, the tagset
as a whole can be thought of as various groups of tag classes, roughly corresponding
to the word classes of Faroese. These consist of eight main classes; nouns, verbs,
adjectives, pronouns, numerals, adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions. Along with
these are four extra classes for interjections, foreign words, unanalysed words and
abbreviations. Thus, the tagset consists of 12 different tag classes in total. The
complete original tagset is shown in Table 9.
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Original Sosialurin tagset (Hansen et al. 2004)
Column Category Analytical symbol

1 Word class S-substantive
2 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter, X-unspecified
3 Number S-singular, P-plural
4 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
5 Article A-with suffixed definite article
6 Proper noun P-name of person, L-place name
1 Word class A-adjective
2 Degree P-positive, C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Declension S-strong, W-weak, I-indeclinable
4 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
5 Number S-singular, P-plural
6 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class P-pronoun
2 Subcategory D-demonstrative, I-indefinite demonstrative pronoun
3 Gender/Person M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter/1-1st pers., 2-2nd pers.
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class N-numeral
2 Category C-cardinal number, O-Ordinal number
3 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class V-verb (except for past participle)
2 Mood I-infinitive, M-imperative, N-indicative, S-subjunctive,

P-present participle, E-medium
3 Tense P-present, A-past
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Person 1-1st person, 2-2nd person, 3-3rd person
1 Word class V-verb (past participle)
2 Mood A-past participle
3 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class D-adverb
2 Degree C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Category/case governor N-does not govern case, A-governs accusative,

D-governs dative, G-governs genitive
1 Word class C-conjunction
2 Category I-Infinitive, R-relative conjunction
1 Word class E-Preposition
2 Category/case governor N-Does not govern case, A-governs accusative,

D-governs dative, G-governs genitive
1 Word class I-Interjection
1 Word class F-Foreign word
1 Word class X-Unanalysed word
1 Word class T-Abbrevation

Table 9: Original Faroese tagset, used in the Sosialurin corpus
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As shown in Table 9, each column in a tag string portrays a specific grammatical
category, depending on the word class of the token. For example, the 2nd column
of noun tags indicates gender, while the 2nd column of pronoun tags indicates pro-
noun subcategory, with gender being indicated by the 4th column instead. Such
conditional variations are common and are not only dependant on the first column
of the tag string. For example, all subcategories of verbs have the same possible
grammatical categories, except for the past participles of verbs. These behave more
like a nominal than a verb, morphologically. This is actually visible in Table 8 where
the verbs er and grivin, which are in the indicative mood and past participle, re-
spectively, have vastly different tag strings. Possible PoS tags for verbs in the past
participle, indicated with ‘A’ in the second column, are thus shown separately in
Table 9.

Not shown in Table 9 are tags used for punctuation. Punctuation symbols, which
are treated as any other part-of-speech, receive some kind of PoS tag, albeit not to
indicate morphosyntactic information. In the original Sosialurin tagset, punctuation
tokens are simply tagged with themselves, i.e., the token “.” receives the tag “.”,
the token “?” the tag “?”, and so forth. This method is somewhat beneficial in its
simplicity, but also has some shortcomings, which are discussed in Section 3.1.2.

As is to be expected, there are various differences between the Sosialurin tagset
for Faroese and the Icelandic tagset which it was based on. After all, although
alike, these are separate languages, each with a distinct grammar and morphology.
Interestingly, some of these differences seem to not reflect these systematic differences
between the languages, but nevertheless were intentionally added to the new tagset.
Specifically, the Icelandic tagset used, most likely the Icelandic Frequency Dictionary
(IFD) tagset20 (Pind et al. 1991), contains various grammatical categories which
were omitted in the Faroese tagset, even though grammatically, these categories
exist in the language. Specifically, three such differences are most notable.

Firstly, in both Faroese and Icelandic, pronouns have various subcategories, in-
cluding demonstrative, indefinite demonstrative, possessive, indefinite, personal and
interrogative pronouns.21 However, in the Faroese Sosialurin tagset, only two sub-
categories of pronouns are indicated, namely demonstrative pronouns and indefinite

20At the time of the original Sosialurin corpus project, between 2003 and 2004 (Hansen et al.
2004), the original IFD PoS tagset (Pind et al. 1991) was the standard PoS tagset for Icelandic.
As such, this was most likely the tagset used as a template for the Sosialurin tagset.

21Note that some of these pronoun subcategories are mostly based in grammatical tradition. For
example, most syntactical analyses would would categorise indefinite pronouns as quantifiers and
not as pronouns at all.
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demonstrative pronouns, with the indication of subcategory otherwise simply being
omitted. In the IFD tagset however, all six of the subcategories mentioned above
are indicated. Why four subcategories were omitted from the Faroese tagset when
it was created, even when they are included in conventional descriptions of Faroese
grammar (Þráinsson et al. 2004:116–127) is not clear. One clue might be that there is
an overlap in the demonstrative and indefinite demonstrative pronouns, which needs
special representation in a tagged corpus compared to the other subcategories, al-
though this is not completely clear either.

Secondly, both Faroese and Icelandic have a free-standing article, in addition
to a suffixed definite article (Þráinsson et al. 2004:91–98; Kvaran 2005:260–262). In
Faroese the free-standing article can be definite, tann ‘the’ or hin ‘the’ or indefinite,
ein ‘a’. In the IFD tagset, the corresponding Icelandic articles are encoded as a
word class in its own, the PoS tags of which indicate the grammatical categories of
gender, number and case, the same as for other nominals. As is apparent in Table
9, the Sosialurin tagset omits articles as a word class of its own. Instead, articles
are tagged as pronouns, either demonstrative or indefinite demonstrative. As with
the pronoun PoS tags described above, the gain of removing this distinction is not
completely apparent, as one would expect that a tagset which captures all important
grammatical details would be more desirable.

Finally, both adverbs and prepositions are represented as separate word classes
in the Sosialurin tagset, i.e., their tag strings have different starting symbols. This
is in contrast to the IFD tagging scheme, where they are grouped together in a
single class. As no systematic grammatical information is lost in this (the rest of
the tag string remains unsimplified) this would not matter in most PoS-tagging
implementations. However, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3, ABLTagger employs a
pre-tagging step which uses these word class symbols, making a distinction between
the two might possibly have a negative effect on the end tagging accuracy.

3.1.2 Proposed Revised Tagset

Although the original Sosialurin tagset was created by native Faroese speakers specif-
ically to fit and describe Faroese grammar and morphology, in its current form, its
applicability in state-of-the-art NLP projects may be in question. This is mostly due
to its age, as various developments have been made in similar tagsets since its in-
ception, specifically for Icelandic, some of which may be applicable to a Faroese PoS
tagset. In addition to this, some language-specific improvements might be made on
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the tagset. With these issues taken into account, a revised version of the Sosialurin
tagset was created and is described below.

3.1.2.1 Revisions from the MIM-GOLD tagset

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the creation of the Faroese Sosialurin tagset, which
coincided with the creation of the Sosialurin corpus, was to a large extent based on
the IFD tagset, a standard for PoS-tagging Icelandic at the time (Pind et al. 1991).
This was possible because of the many similarities between Icelandic and Faroese
in morphology and grammar in general. In the roughly 16 years since then, various
modifications have been made on this PoS tagset for Icelandic, mainly to minimise
errors and inconsistencies in machine tagging (Barkarson et al. 2020).

Icelandic corpus linguistics is a relatively active field of research, with two ad-
ditional PoS-tagging schemes having been devised for the language, namely the
IcePaHC tagging scheme (Rögnvaldsson et al. 2012) and the Icelandic Universal De-
pendencies tagging scheme (Jónsdóttir and Ingason 2020). In the meantime, Faroese
corpus linguistics have received comparatively little attention, and although some
advancements have been made, e.g. the FarPaHC corpus and its accompanying tag-
ging scheme (Ingason et al. 2014), the Sosialurin corpus and tagset has remained un-
modified since its inception. If similar modifications were carried out on the Faroese
Sosialurin tagset today, a revised Faroese tagset would be applicable in similar PoS-
tagging experiments as the current standard PoS-tagging scheme for Icelandic, the
so-called MIM-GOLD tagging scheme (Barkarson et al. 2020).

Most of the modifications made on the Icelandic tagging scheme over the years
can be applied to the Sosialurin tagset. These revisions can be divided into several
groups and are shown in Table 10 and are described individually below.

Pronouns: Added subcategories to tagstring
Adverbs: Interjections and prepositions tagged as adverbs

Numerals: New and reorganised subcategories
Abbreviations: Subcategories for different types of abbreviations

Verbs: Past participle tag removed
Nouns: Place names and names of persons merged
Other: New dedicated classes for punctuation and e-mail/web addresses

Table 10: Revisions based on the Icelandic MIM-GOLD tagging scheme

The most extensive revision of a single word class applied to the Sosialurin tagset
was in pronoun tags. This is due to only two subcategories of pronouns, demonstra-
tive and indefinite demonstrative pronouns, being represented in the original tagset.
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For pronouns in other subcategories, subcategory is simply omitted from the tag
string. In the revised tagset, seven subcategories are represented in the tag string
in total, with possessive, indefinite, personal, interrogative and relative pronouns
being added to the two that were already represented. These categories and their
respective identification letters are shown in Table 11.

Pronoun subcategory revisions
Original D-demonstrative, I-indefinite demonstrative pronoun
Revised D-demonstrative, B-indefinite demonstrative, E-possessive,

I-indefinite, P-personal, Q-interrogative, R-relative

Table 11: Subcategory revisions for pronoun tags

Tag revisions for adverbs were simple but extensive, as both prepositions and
interjections are tagged as adverbs in the revised tagset. Interjections are treated
as a specific subcategory of adverbs and thus simplifying the tagging scheme as
a whole. Other than this, case distinction was removed from tags of adverbs that
govern case, with distinction only being made between whether the adverb governs
case or not, in which case it is really a preposition. The original and revised tagging
schemes for adverbs are compared in Table 12

Original adverb tags
Column Category Analytical symbol

1 Word class D-adverb
2 Degree C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Category/case governor N-does not govern case, A-governs accusative,

D-governs dative, G-governs genitive
Revised adverb tags
Column Category Analytical symbol

1 Word class D-adverb
2 Degree C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Category/case governor N-does not govern case, G-governs case,

I-interjection/exclamation

Table 12: Adverb tag revisions

A notable feature of the Icelandic MIM-GOLD tagset is the way in which nu-
merals are treated. Instead of only making a distinction between cardinal numbers
and ordinal numbers, as was the case in the original Sosialurin tagset for Faroese,
the tagging scheme also takes into account whether a numeral is a percentage and if
it directly precedes another numeral. This is an example of a revision which affects
accuracy in automatic tagging and is directly applicable to the Faroese Sosialurin
tagging scheme. These changes are shown in Table 13.
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Numeral subcategory revisions
Original C-cardinal number, O-Ordinal number
Revised C-cardinal number, O-Date and other indeclinable number,

P-percentage, R-number which precedes other numerals

Table 13: Numeral subcategory revisions

In the original Sosialurin tagging scheme, all abbreviations simply receive the
tag T. This is elaborated upon in the revised tagging scheme, in that a distinction
is made between acronyms and merely a shortened form of a word. For example,
the abbreviations HB and t.d., which stand for Havnar Bóltfelag (a Faroese football
team) and til dømis ‘for example’, respectively, each receive the tag TS, as acronyms.
On the other hand, the abbreviations mió. and kl., which are short for milljón
‘million’ and klokkan ‘the clock’ respectively, receive the tag TT, as short forms of
words but not acronyms.

Smaller, but notable revisions inspired by the MIM-GOLD tagging scheme for
Icelandic concern proper nouns and the supine forms of verbs. With proper nouns,
the revised tagset eliminates the distinction between place names and names of
persons, tagged with P and L respectively (see Table 9 in Section 3.1.1). Instead,
all proper nouns are tagged with the letter P at the end of the tag string.

In the case of so-called supine verb forms, the original tagging scheme uses the
generic tag VA, with A indicating the past participle of a verb, but with case, num-
ber and gender omitted from the tag string, which, outside this specific usage, would
be expected for the past participle. In a quirk of Faroese (and Icelandic) grammar,
the supine form of a verb is morphologically identical to the neuter, nominative,
singular form of the past participle of the verb. In the MIM-GOLD tagging scheme
for Icelandic, the supine is simply tagged as such, further simplifying automatic
tagging. As such, the revised Sosialurin tagging scheme treats supine forms in this
way, with them receiving the tag VANSN, i.e., the past participle of a verb, in the
neuter form, singular and nominative case.

In addition to modifications to existing word classes, the revised Sosialurin tag-
ging scheme contains three word classes not present in the original. These are the
classes for punctuation marks, symbols and web-addresses. Of these three, the punc-
tuation mark class is the most extensive, with four subcategories of punctuation
marks encoded in the tag string, distinguishing between end-of-sentence punctua-
tion, commas, quotation marks and other punctuation. These are shown in Table
14.
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Revised numeral tags
Column Category Analytical symbol

1 Word class K-punctuation
2 Category E-End of sentence, C-comma, Q-quotes, O-other

Table 14: Punctuation mark tags in revised tagset

The other two classes, web addresses and symbols, are more or less self explanatory.
Web and e-mail addresses receive the tag W and non-punctuation symbols, e.g., $,
%, c©, :), receive the tag M.

3.1.2.2 Language specific revisions

There is quite possibly room for various further revisions to the Faroese Sosialurin
tagset, which are not based on the Icelandic MIM-GOLD tagset. One such modifi-
cation was put into practice, which concerns the encoding of grammatical person in
the tag string of plural verb forms.

As already mentioned, the original Sosialurin tagging scheme was based on the
Icelandic IFD tagging scheme (Pind et al. 1991). In both Icelandic and Faroese,
verbal inflection is relatively complex, at least compared to English, with verbs
conjugating in at least tense, person and number, outside the past participle. This
is illustrated in Table 15, where the conjugations of the Faroese verb siga and the
Icelandic verb segja ‘to say’ are shown in all tenses, persons and numbers. These
grammatical categories are furthermore apparent in the tagging scheme for verbs in
the original Sosialurin tagging scheme, shown in Table 16.

Faroese Icelandic
Singular Plural Singular Plural

1p sigi siga segi sagði
2p sigur siga segir sagðir
3p sigur siga segir sagði
1p segði søgdu sagði sögðum
2p segði søgdu sagðir sögðuð
3p segði søgdu sagði sögðu

Table 15: Verbal conjugation in Faroese and Icelandic

Note that in the Faroese forms in Table 15, the distinction between person is
not morphologically apparent in the plural (underlined). In fact, this is true for all
Faroese verbs (Þráinsson et al. 2004:67). This is in contrast with the Icelandic, which
does have morphologically distinct word forms between each person in the plural.
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Column Category Analytical symbol
1 Word class V-verb (except for past particple)
2 Mood I-infinitive, M-imperative, N-indicative, S-subjunktive

P-present participle, E-medium
3 Tense P-present, A-past
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Person 1-1st person, 2-2nd person, 3-3rd person

Table 16: Tagging scheme for verbs in the Sosialurin corpus

With this in mind it is interesting that in the original Sosialurin tagset, Faroese
verbs in the plural are treated just as if they were Icelandic verbs, with information
on verbal person appearing in the tag string, without person being inferable from the
word form itself. This makes tagging plural verbs particularly ambiguous, as during
tagging, a word form like siga from Table 15, might just as well receive the tags
VNPP1, VNPP2 or VNPP3, only depending on context. This type of ambiguity
is of course common in PoS-tagging, as in these cases, the textual context (here e.g.
pronouns in the same sentence) of the ambiguous token might indicate the correct
tag. The opposite is also true: As the context may indicate the relevant grammatical
information (here, person and number), encoding this information into the PoS tag
of an ambiguous word form serves no apparent purpose. In any case, ambiguity like
this in a tagging scheme might make PoS-tagging unnecessarily inaccurate.

In the proposed fully revised Sosialurin tagging scheme, verb PoS tags in the
plural do not contain information on person. This decreases the aforementioned
ambiguity and may have an effect on tagging accuracy, as discussed in Sections
4.1.2 and 4.2.1.

Singular Plural
Token Tag Token Tag

1p sigi VNPS1 siga VNPP
Present 2p sigur VNPS2 siga VNPP

3p sigur VNPS3 siga VNPP
1p segði VNAS1 søgdu VNAP

Past 2p segði VNAS2 søgdu VNAP
3p segði VNAS3 søgdu VNAP

Table 17: Revised tag strings for indicative forms of the verb siga
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Revised Sosialurin tagset
Column Category Analytical symbol

1 Word class S-substantive
2 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter, X-unspecified
3 Number S-singular, P-plural
4 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
5 Article A-with suffixed definite article
6 Proper noun P-Proper Noun
1 Word class A-adjective
2 Degree P-positive, C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Declension S-strong, W-weak, I-indeclinable
4 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
5 Number S-singular, P-plural
6 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class P-pronoun
2 Subcategory D-demonstrative, B-indefinite demonstrative, E-possessive,

I-indefinite, P-personal, Q-interrogative, R-relative
3 Gender/Person M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter/1-1st pers, 2-2nd pers.
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class N-numeral
2 Category C-cardinal number, O-Date and other indeclinable number,

P-percentage, R-number which precedes other numerals
3 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class V-verb (except for past participle)
2 Mood I-infinitive, M-imperative, N-indicative, S-subjunctive

P-present participle, E-medium
3 Tense P-present, A-past
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Person (singular) 1-1st person, 2-2nd person, 3-3rd person
1 Word class V-verb (past participle)
2 Mood A-past participle
3 Gender M-masculine, F-feminine, N-neuter
4 Number S-singular, P-plural
5 Case N-nominative, A-accusative, D-dative, G-genitive
1 Word class D-adverb
2 Degree C-comparative, S-superlative
3 Category/case governor N-does not govern case, G-governs case,

I-interjection/exclamation
1 Word class C-conjunction
2 Category I-Infinitive, R-relative conjunction
1 Word class F-Foreign word
1 Word class X-Unanalysed word
1 Word class T-abbreviation
2 Category S-abbreviation, T-short form
1 Word class W-e-mail, web address
1 Word class K-punctuation
2 Category E-End of sentence, C-comma, Q-quotes, O-other
1 Word class M-Symbol

Table 18: Revised Sosialurin tagset for Faroese
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3.2 Preperation of the Sosialurin Corpus

An integral part of training a neural PoS tagger is the training material itself. Ideally,
this is a corpus of manually PoS-tagged text. Various Faroese corpora are available
for use in NLP projects, for example the Faroese Universal Dependencies corpus
(Tyers et al. 2018), the Corpus of Spoken Faroese (Johannessen 2009), the Faroese
Parsed Historical Corpus (Ingason et al. 2014) and the Faroese part of the Språk-
banken project (Borin 2014). However, only one such corpus, the Sosialurin corpus
(Hansen et al. 2004) described in Section 2.2.1, is both relatively large and manually
PoS-tagged in a applicable tagset.22 It consists of articles from the Faroese Sosial-
urin newspaper and was originally compiled for training PoS taggers for Faroese
and for use in NLP and linguistic research. The corpus is officially navigable in its
entirety on the CorpusEye website23 (Bick et al. 2020) and unofficially accessible on
GitHub24 for use in NLP research.

Before the corpus was used for training a neural network, various steps were
taken to ensure its applicability and revisions were made as needed. Although the
Sosialurin corpus was mostly ready to be used out-of-the-box as training material,
various modifications were done on the contents of the corpus, either to fix apparent
errors or to better prepare it for use in training. As a rule, all of the modifications
were done automatically with custom built Python scripts written by the author as
part of this project.25

Firstly, any errors or aspects of the corpus file itself that might somehow interfere
with its use as training material were checked and fixed. It turned out that the
version of the corpus used in this project, which in turn is the only directly accessible
(i.e., downloadable) version, contained a number of issues. Firstly, each end-of-line
demarcation in the corpus is signified with a carriage return character along with
a standard line break, or new line, character. Although these would not necessarily
interfere with the text’s use as training material, this combination is non-standard
on Unix-based machines and was thus filtered out of the corpus text. Secondly, the
text contained various instances of so called soft hyphen characters, which are a

22The aforementioned FarPaHC corpus is also manually PoS-tagged but was deemed less appli-
cable in the current project at this time. It is smaller than Sosialurin and, as a historical corpus,
it mainly consists of archaic texts, making it less suitable as training material for modern Faroese.
Furthermore, its tagset is not as comparable to the original ABLTagger experiment as with the
one used in Sosialurin.

23Accessible at: https://corp.hum.sdu.dk/cqp.fo.html.
24Accessible at: https://github.com/br4ndur/stava_fo. Note: This version of the corpus,

which is dated to 2011, was used in the website stava.fo., which has since been taken down.
25See: https://github.com/hinrikur/far-ABLTagger.
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type of control character used in line separation in some character sets, which are
invisible in UTF-8 format text files. 69 such characters were treated as individual
tokens in the original corpus file, which likely would have interfered with the corpus’
use in training. As such these were also filtered out from the corpus text.

Interestingly, 55 sentences in the original corpus contain a sporadic question
mark token, i.e. ‘?’, at the start of the sentence. There is no apparent reason for
these tokens to be situated in these sentences. Another issue in the original corpus
text is that a number of sentences were doubled, with a given sentence appearing
again at random intervals. Upon inspection, a total of 180 sentences were doubled in
this manner, amounting to 1977 tokens in total. Both these anomalies, the sporadic
question marks and doubled sentences were removed from the corpus in the pre-
preparation step.

As described in Section 3.1, various modifications were proposed for the Faroese
PoS tagset, both to better fit Faroese morphology and to optimise it with regards to
training. After these modifications were laid out, they were applied to the Sosialurin
corpus. With the original, unrevised tagset, the corpus contained 390 unique PoS
tags. The proposed revised tagset brings this total down to 371 unique tags for this
corpus. However, this total does not reflect the tagset changes at large, as not all
possible tag strings are represented in such a small corpus and while many possible
tag strings were removed from the tagset, a number of possible tag strings were added
as well. A total of six instances of erroneous tags came to light in this process and
were fixed specifically. All other revisions were relatively systematic, which enabled
them to be done automatically, using heuristics in a custom made Python script.

Related to the tagset revisions, a number of instances of questionable tokenisation
were fixed. This was was mostly confined to punctuation tokens. In the original
tagset, each punctuation token, e.g., “;” and “!”, had its own respective tag, which
was simply the same symbol as the token itself, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. In
the revised tagging scheme, all punctuation tags receive the symbol K, followed
by various analytical symbols based on context. As different punctuation symbols
can have different semantic roles, information is lost when a simple approach to
tagging is taken. Furthermore, each punctuation symbol in the original corpus was
tokenised individually. This meant that ellipses, i.e., “...”, originally appeared as
three consecutive period token-tag pairs. This approach to tokenisation ignores the
inherent semantics of an ellipsis, i.e., it is more than an “end of sentence”, three times
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in a row.26 In the revised corpus, these cases are tokenised together, and receive the
tag KO, i.e., other punctuation.

Similarly, many instances of digits interacting with punctuation marks were re-
tokenised. For example, various numerals are written as a digit followed by a period,
e.g., ‘2.’, which in Faroese orthography represents the ordinal number ‘2nd’. In the
original corpus, these cases were tokenised and tagged separately, with ‘2’ being
tagged as a cardinal number, i.e. ‘KC’, followed by ‘.’, which was treated as a sep-
arate punctuation mark. In the revised corpus, these are tokenised together and
tagged accordingly as an indeclinable number, receiving the tag KO. As with the tag
revisions, these changes were applied automatically using Python scripts.

The changes described above are illustrated in Table 19. The sentence shown
above in Table 1, with the original tagset and tokenisation, is compared to the same
sentence from the revised corpus, with new tags being underlined.

Original corpus Revised corpus
Token Tag Token Tag
Seinnapartin SMSAA Seinnapartin SMSAA
í EA í DG
dag SMSA dag SMSA
skulu VNPP3 skulu VNPP
øll PNPN øll PBNPN
tíggju NCNPN tíggju NR
2 NC 2. NO
. .
deildarliðini SNSNA deildarliðini SNSNA
í EA í DG
eldin SMSAA eldin SMSAA
. . . KE

Table 19: Comparison of original and revised Sosialurin corpora

Notable differences in the example in Table 19 are the tags for the preposition
‘í’, the verb ‘skulu’ and the numeral ‘tíggju’. Furthermore, as mentioned above,
the ordinal ‘2.’ is retokenised in the revised corpus and tagged as an indeclinable
number.

As mentioned above, the corpus consists of a sequence of token-tag pairs, with
sentences being demarcated with an empty line. Despite this, various instances of
sentence final punctuation, i.e. “.”, “,”, “!” and ‘?’, appeared seemingly mid sentence
in the original corpus. These were taken as errors in the tokenisation. Thus, as

26For the further discussion on the semantic role and use of ellipses, refer to, e.g., the Chicago
Manual of Style, 17th edition (2017:13.50–13.58).
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a final pre-preparation step, empty lines were inserted where this occurred, which
properly separated sentences from each other. This (taking into account the removal
of doubled sentences described above) brought the total number of sentences in the
revised corpus to 6,156, from the original corpus’ 4,073. The pre-processing step also
brought the total number of tokens to 117,690 from the original 119,819.

3.3 Experimental Database of Faroese Morphology

The ABLTagger system uses a morphological database, a detailed description of
the inflection of a language, in tandem with a bi-LSTM-based neural tagger to en-
hance the accuracy of the tagger as a whole. In the original experiment for Icelandic,
the Database of Icelandic Morphology, DIM (Bjarnadóttir 2012; Bjarnadóttir et al.
2019), was used in this purpose, as Icelandic was the language being tagged. As de-
scribed in Section 2.3.1.2, DIM is an extensive database with hundreds of thousands
of unique lemmas and millions of inflected word forms on file. It is freely available
under a CC BY-SA 4.0 license in standardised formats and is for the most part
manually corrected.

In contrast, no such database, comparable in size, scope or accessibility to DIM,
exists for Faroese. Despite this, as discussed in Section 3.1, the morphology of Faroese
is in many ways comparable to Icelandic morphology. This situation of course poses
a problem when trying to replicate the ABLTagger experiment for Faroese, as the
morphological database is a core component of the tagging mechanism.

A solution to this issue is to gather all accessible information on Faroese inflection
into am experimental morphological database, which can then be used for Faroese
in a similar way to DIM in the ABLTagger system and, on paper, any other NLP
implementation which uses DIM for Icelandic. This process has various steps and
hurdles, which are discussed in this section.

3.3.1 Collecting morphological data

For this project, Faroese morphological data from three sources was used. The largest
part came from the Dictionary of Faroese, curated by the Faroese Dictionary Founda-
tion, which has a vast amount of inflectional information and is nominally accessible
online. Similarly, a database of given names was extracted from the internet, sup-
plying a considerable amount of given names, which were missing from the Faroese
Dictionary. Lastly, and somewhat experimentally, inflectional data originally from
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Wiktionary, a crowd sourced dictionary project, was used to supplement the afore-
mentioned data sets, with mixed results.

3.3.1.1 Dictionary of Faroese

The largest single morphological description of Faroese can be found in the Dictio-
nary of Faroese (Føroysk Orðabók, Poulsen et al. 1997). Originally, a digital version of
this dictionary database, hereafter referred to as the OBG database,27 was accessible
and searchable on the website of the Faroese Dictionary Foundation (Orðabókagrun-
nurin)28 but this resource has been inaccessible since at least 2018. This is not of
great importance, as the same database is accessible on the website of Sprotin29, a
Faroese publishing house which provides digital access to various Faroese dictionar-
ies on their home page.

Currently, the OBG database contains 67,488 word entries (Sprotin 2020). As
the database is first and foremost a dictionary, each search word entry contains
grammatical and lexical explanations on the the given entry word. Importantly, for
many entries, the Sprotin search interface offers the option to view the inflection
of the given search word. For example, the morphological information on the noun
grunnur ‘foundation’ as it appears in the OBG database, is shown in Table 20.

Indefinite Definite
Sng. Nom. grunnur grunnurin

Acc. grunn grunnin
Dat. grunni grunninum
Gen. gruns grunsins

Plur. Nom. grunnar grunnarnir
Acc. grunnar grunnarnar
Dat. grunnum grunnunum
Gen. grunna grunnanna

Table 20: Nominal OBG morphological information

The morphological description in Table 20 is complete for the given word, as
all relevant grammatical categories are represented in the description. Similar mor-
phological examples are available for most nominals, mainly nouns and adjectives.
However, the morphological information on verbs are more limited, as only the prin-
cipal parts of verbs are given as morphological information. This information for the

27Specifically, this refers to the contents of the Faroese-Faroese dictionary and its morphological
descriptions, accessible on the Sprotin website.

28Accessible at: www.obg.fo/fob/fob.php.
29Accessible at: www.sprotin.fo/dictionaries.
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verb skriva ‘write’, a weakly inflected verb of the 30th verbal paradigm according
to the OBG database, is shown in Table 21. This is in contrast with the complete
morphological description of the same verb in Table 22. As such, although extensive,
the morphological descriptions available in the OBG database are not individually
complete.

Category Word form
Infinitive skriva
3rd person,
Present Sng. skrivar
Past Sng. skrivaði
Past Plur. skrivaðu
Supine skrivað
Past part. skrivaður

Table 21: Verbal OBG morphological information on verb skriva

Infinitive skriva
Present Past

1p skrivi skrivaði
2p skrivar skrivaði
3p skrivar skrivaði
Plur. skriva skrivaðu
Imp. Sng. skriva
Imp. Plur. skrivið
Prs. part. skrivandi
Past part. skrivaður
Supine skrivað
Subjunctive skrivi

Table 22: Complete morphological descreption of verb skriva

Although the OBG database is nominally open to the public via search engines
on the Sprotin website, the database as a whole, along with the morphological de-
scription, is not available in a convenient format for use in language technology.
However, as the database is searchable online, morphological data can be extracted
using basic internet scraping techniques. Using basic scripting techniques, all dictio-
nary entries in the OBG database (and all other dictionaries on the Sprotin website,
as a matter of fact) can be extracted in json format for use in various projects.

Not all entries in the OBG contain inflectional information. Out of the total of
67,488 search words extracted from the database, 62,515 contain inflectional data.
The 5,241 entries without any inflectional information are thus not important for
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the purpose of this project and were not used in the current project. An overview of
the extracted entries is presented in Table 23, organised by sections of the database,
which roughly correspond to word class.

Database section Entries
Nouns, Neuter 15,009
Nouns, Masculine 16,352
Nouns, Feminine 14,644
Verbs 5,328
Verbs, Past part. 415
Adjectives 10,767

Table 23: Sections of the OBG database which contain inflectional information

The largest part of inflectional entries in the OBG database are for nouns, with
46,005 entries in total. Notably, the past participle of verbs is separated from verb
entries in general in the database. The database does not contain a one-to-one
representation of past participle to verb, with only a handful of past participle
entries compared to the total number of verbs in the database.

3.3.1.2 Faroese given names

The OBG dictionary database does not contain a dedicated or up to date list of
given names, let alone their morphological description. It so happens that alongside
the OBG database, one of the data sets available on the Sprotin website is a com-
plete list of approved given names in Faroese, with each name’s inflection included.
Faroese naming laws dictate that only given names that are approved by a govern-
mental naming committee can be used officially (Faroese Naming Committee 2020).
Having such a list publicly available is useful, even outside the context of language
technology.

The inflectional description of each name is simple in comparison to the entries
in the OBG database. Each entry simply displays the singular oblique case forms of
the name. As such, when searching for any name, e.g., Jón, the corresponding entry
will contain the description “Jón, Jóni, Jóns”, the accusative, dative and genitive
forms of the name respectively. As the lemma (or base word form) of the entry is in
the nominative, and describing given names in the plural is not important, because
proper names are not commonly used in the plural, the morphological description
of the name is complete.

For this project, the complete list of Faroese given names was extracted and saved
in json format, the same as the OBG database entries. Statistical information on
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the list is shown in Table 24. The list distinguishes between male and female given
names and has relatively fewer female given names compared to male given names.
How well this list corresponds to the actual flora of given names in Faroese texts is
not known, but it can be surmised that the list has a generally good coverage, given
its size.

Gender Number
Male 880
Female 787
Total 1,667

Table 24: Number of given names compiled

3.3.1.3 Supplementation with Wiktionary

Some morphological information on Faroese can be found on Wiktionary30, a free,
online, crowd sourced dictionary. Entries concerning Faroese are both found on the
Faroese-language and English-language version of Wiktionary. As of August 2020,
the former has 1,582 unique entries (Wikimedia foundation 2020), while as of June
2020, the latter had 6,159 unique entries on Faroese. Even though these data sets
are considerably smaller than the OBG database, there remains the possibility that
some of the entries on Wiktionary are missing from OBG. Thus, using them to
supplement the OBG might prove useful.

The manner in which data from Wiktionary is accessed en-mass, e.g., for use in
NLP projects, is a highly standardised procedure. The Wikimedia foundation, the
organisation behind Wiktionary, provides bi-weekly “data dumps”31 of the contents
of the English-language Wiktionary website only, in highly compressed XML format.
These archives can then be parsed with purpose-built Python libraries, such as
Wiktextract (Ylonen 2019).

After downloading and extracting relevant entries from the Faroese Wiktionary
data, extracting the actual inflectional paradigms, relevant to this project, still re-
mains unsolved. Fortunately, this issue has already been tackled in previous research.
The UniMorph project (Kirov et al. 2018; McCarthy et al. 2020), which aims to pro-
vide standardised morphological data for various languages, includes information on
Faroese inflection. Furthermore, this information was extracted and generated from

30Accessible at: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:Faroese_lemmas.
31Accessible at: https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiktionary/.
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Wiktionary data dumps, as described above, specifically from June 20, 2015 (Kirov
et al. 2016) and is freely available online.32

The UniMorph morphology file for Faroese consist of a series of words separated
by an empty line. Each word consists of multiple lines divided into three columns,
containing the lemma, inflected forms and UniMorph-schema PoS tags of said forms,
respectively. An example of this is shown in Table 25, where the morphological
description of the verb skriva ‘to write’ is shown.

skriva skriva V;IMP;2;SG
skriva skrivaðu V;IND;PST;3
skriva skrivar V;IND;PRS;3;SG
skriva skrivi V;IND;PRS;1;SG
skriva skrivar V;IND;PRS;2;SG
skriva skrivaði V;IND;PST;3;SG
skriva skrivandi V.PTCP.PRS
skriva skriva V;NFIN
skriva skrivið V;IMP;2;PL
skriva skriva V;IND;PRS;3
skriva skrivaði V;IND;PST;1;SG
skriva skrivað V.CVB
skriva skrivaður V.PTCP.PST
skriva skrivaði V;IND;PST;2;SG

Table 25: UniMorph format description for verb skriva

The UniMorph data on Faroese contains a total of 3,077 unique entries like the
one shown in Table 25. These are only made up of nouns, adjectives and verbs, as
they are the only classes to consistently have inflectional data on the Wiktionary
website. After comparing the UniMorph data set to the OBG database, only 390
of these entries were missing from the OBG, and of these, most were erroneous. As
such, only a small portion, a total of 136 entries, were applicable for supplementing
the OBG inflectional data, as was planned.

3.3.2 Formatting the morphological data

As discussed in Section 2.3.1.2, the original ABLTagger experiment for Icelandic by
Steingrímsson et al. (2019) used the DIM database for the morphological component,
more specifically the DIM basic format output. As such, the Faroese inflectional data
had to be standardised in a similar manner, in order to be applied to ABLTagger.

32Accessible at: https://github.com/unimorph/fao.
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The generation of a Faroese version of the DIM basic format was for the most
part a straightforward task. As most of the entries in OBG (and all the entries in
the UniMorph and given name data sets) provide the full paradigms for each word,
it was a small matter of arranging the correct word forms and DIM-type tag strings
into an analog of the DIM basic format. This was done automatically using purpose
made Pythons scripts.

As discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, not all entries in the OBG database contain full
inflectional paradigms. Importantly, entries for verbs only contain the verbs’ princi-
pal parts, severely limiting the verbal data’s applicability. In an effort to mend this,
the missing forms for each verb entry were generated systematically with Python
scripts, using general text processing techniques and heuristics based on the different
Faroese verbal inflectional classes.33 Although this method of generating different
word forms is currently prone to errors in specific situations, it performs adequately
for most verb entries. Furthermore, even in the case where a large part of the gen-
erated verbal forms were erroneous, providing some full paradigms in the output
format would still be more useful than having only the principal parts of the verbs.
A similar process is taken in generating inflected forms of ordinal numbers, although
this process is much simpler, due to the regularity of Faroese ordinal inflection. In ad-
dition to the entries extracted and generated from the OBG database 77 paradigms
were prepared by hand. These are mostly pronouns and various uninflected words
that were not found in the OBG and UniMorph data sets.

The total output database, hereafter referred to as the Experimental Database of
Faroese Morphology (EDFM), contains 67,180 word entries, with 1,080,039 unique
inflectional forms. In Table 26, the number of paradigms extracted from each data
set is shown, also categorised by word class.
Despite the extensive use of scripting and text processing to add missing inflectional
forms to incomplete paradigms, there are still systematic “holes” in the inflectional
description of the database. These mainly concern adjectives, which only show the
indefinite, positive forms of each word, and not the comparative and superlative
forms, nor their corresponding definite forms (cf. Þráinsson et al. 2004:100-111).
Similarly, there are large gaps in verbal inflections concerning the past participle.
These are not apparent in Table 26 as those numbers concern whole word entries
instead of inflected forms.

33Many thanks to Heðin Jákupsson for providing the extensive morphological information this
step was based on.
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Word class OBG Names Wiktionary Generated Manual Total
Adjectives 11,907 - 16 - - 11,923
Adverbs 1,289 - - - - 1,289
Conjunctions - - - - 61 61
Interjections - - - - 115 115
Nouns 46,492 1,667 113 - - 48,272
Numerals - - - 47 57 104
Prepositions - - - - 62 62
Pronouns - - - - 20 20
Verbs - - 7 5,327 - 5,334
Total 59,688 1,667 136 5,374 315 67,180

Table 26: Contents of EDFM by word class and source database

The format of the EDFM is almost identical to the DIM basic format. Each line of
the EDFM file corresponds to a Faroese word form, showing 6 fields, each containing
specific grammatical information on the word. To illustrate this, the paradigm for
the Faroese word grunnur ‘foundation’ in the EDFM is shown in Figure 3. Note the
similarities to the corresponding Icelandic paradigm, shown in Figure 2 in Section
2.3.1.2.

grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnur;NFET
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunn;ÞFET
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunni;ÞGFET
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;gruns;EFET
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnar;NFFT
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnar;ÞFFT
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnum;ÞGFFT
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunna;EFFT
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnurin;NFETgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnin;ÞFETgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunninum;ÞGFETgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunsins;EFETgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnarnir;NFFTgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnarnar;ÞFFTgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnunum;ÞGFFTgr
grunnur;18433;kk;obg;grunnanna;EFFTgr

Figure 3: Excerpt from EDFM output: Inflections of grunnur

The main difference in this format compared to the DIM basic format is that instead
of a semantic field, the 4th field of each line contains a flag corresponding to the
data set from where the word form was extracted. These data set flags are shown
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in Table 27. Another difference concerns uninflected words, which account for 2,794
word entries out of the 67,180 in the database. These do not receive a DIM-format
tag string, instead receiving the flag OBENDILIGT, i.e., óbendiligt, Faroese for ‘unin-
flectable’. This contrasts with the original DIM flag OBEYGJANLEGT, i.e., óbeygjanlegt,
with the same meaning.

Source of paradigms Flag in data
Faroese dictionary (OBG) obg
Proper name database malrad
Wiktionary (via UniMorph) wiktionary
Generated from OBG obg-gen
Manual additions manual

Table 27: Source databases in the EDFM, with in-data flag

It is important to reiterate that the EDFM is currently purely experimental and
is created specifically with the current project in mind. Despite persisting errors
in the output and sporadic incomplete paradigms, it serves this purpose very well.
However, these issues do limit the applicability of the data set for other projects
and the EDFM could indeed be a useful basis for a project involving more extensive
manual corrections.
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4 Training and evaluation

This section describes the training and evaluation of various ABLTagger models on
Faroese data. The section has two parts. The first part details the technical aspects
of the training setup and introduces the models considered in the evaluation step,
along with introducing the three main variables used to gauge the efficiency of the
models. The second part discusses the evaluation results themselves.

4.1 Training setup

In training the ABLTagger network on Faroese data, three main variables were con-
sidered in the evaluation of the tagger. These variables were the revised Faroese
tagging scheme, the use of a morphological database in tagging and the size of the
training corpus used. These are discussed below, along with the technical specifica-
tions of the training setup.

4.1.1 Network parameters and cross validation

The ABLTagger system as described by Steingrímsson et al. (2019) uses DyNet34

(Neubig et al. 2017). The architecture and model hyperparameters used in the eval-
uation were all unchanged from the original ABLTagger experiment.35 This included
stochastic gradient descent training with initial learning rate of 0.13, which decays
5% per epoch, running for 30 epochs for the full model. The hidden layer of the
network has 32 layers. As discussed in Section 2.3.2.2, the embeddings for words,
characters and the morphological component have 128, 20 and 61 dimensions re-
spectively. The embeddings for lexical category (from the pre-tagging step) have
different dimension depending on the training material, with 13 dimensions for the
revised Faroese tagset, 18 for unrevised and 14 for the original Icelandic.36

In accordance with previous experiments (see, e.g., Loftsson 2006; Barkarson
2018; Ingólfsdóttir et al. 2019; Steingrímsson et al. 2019), training and evaluation
was done via 10-fold cross validation. In this approach, the whole data set at hand
is used for both training and testing. This is especially useful when the data set is
not large enough to effectively split into dedicated training and testing sets37.

34The Dynamic Neural Network Toolkit, see http://dynet.io.
35The ABLTagger source code is available at https://github.com/steinst/ABLTagger.
36These custom parameters for ABLTagger are accessible at https://github.com/hinrikur/

far-ABLTagger.
37For further discussion see, e.g., Jurafsky and Martin (2019:69).
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In the current project, 10-fold cross validation is performed by splitting the
corpus into 10 different training and testing data set pairs. To achieve this, every
10th sentence in the corpus is sampled into a new test set, with the rest of the
sentences, about 90% of the corpus, serving as the training set. By repeating this
10 times, each time incrementing which sentences are sampled to the test set, the
10 different data set pairs were obtained.

4.1.2 Effects of tagset revision: Three models

To evaluate the effect of the revised Faroese tagging scheme on tagging accuracy, two
corpora were prepared for use in training ABLTagger. One corpus, with revisions
applied to it as described in Section 3.2, hereafter referred to as the revised Sosialurin
corpus, contains the revised Faroese tagset. The other corpus, hereafter referred to
as the Sosialurin Baseline corpus, contains all the text revisions and standardisations
applied to the revised Sosialurin corpus, without the tagset revisions. This second
corpus makes measuring the effect of the tagset revisions on the model possible in a
systematic way, as besides the PoS tags and minor tokenisation changes, the corpora
have been standardised identically. These corpora were used to train two models,
the S-Baseline and S-Revised models.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2.2, a novel revision proposed for the Faroese tagging
scheme, not based on the Icelandic MIM-GOLD tagging scheme, was the removal
of grammatical person from the tags of plural verbs. This is illustrated in Table 28,
where various plural verb token-tag pairs from the original Sosialurin corpus are
shown along with their proposed revised tag and translation (with regards to the
grammatical person of the original PoS tag).

Token PoS tag Revised Translation
vóru VNAP3 VNAP ‘they were’
síggja VNPP2 VNPP ‘you see’
vilja VNPP1 VNPP ‘we want’
hittust VEAP3 VEAP ‘they met’

Table 28: Examples of proposed revisions for plural verb tags

The tokens of plural verbs are morphologically ambiguous between grammatical
persons in all Faroese verbs, unlike Icelandic. The number of these ambiguous tags
in the Sosialurin corpus is shown in Table 29. Each division of the table indicates
a group of ambiguous tags, the largest of which being the VNPP tags. As these
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number in the thousands, the effect this ambiguity might have on tagging accuracy
should be taken into account.

PoS tag Count PoS tag Count PoS tag Count PoS tag Count
VNPP1 477 VNAP1 65 VEPP1 4 VEAP1 1
VNPP2 3 VNAP238 0 VEPP2 1 VEAP238 0
VNPP3 2,483 VNAP3 878 VEPP3 81 VEAP3 35
VNPP 2,963 VNAP 943 VEPP 81 VEAP 35

Table 29: Occurances of plural verb tags in the original Sosialurin corpus

These tags may be unnecessarily complicating the tagging scheme. To test how this
effects tagging accuracy, a third model was trained, using the revised Sosialurin
corpus, with the plural verbal tags unchanged from the original tagging scheme.
The three models and their respective training data sets are listed in Table 30.

Model name Training data set
S-Baseline Sosialurin corpus with original tagset
S-Revised-V Sosialurin corpus with revised tagset, verb unchanged
S-Revised Sosialurin corpus with fully revised tagset

Table 30: Models trained to evaluate tagset revisions

4.1.3 Effects of corpus content: Comparison to MIM-GOLD

Generally, the size and scope of the data set used when training a PoS tagger is
important. As discussed in Section 3.2, the Sosialurin corpus is smaller than the
Icelandic gold standards used to train ABLTagger by Steingrímsson et al. (2019),
with the IFD and MIM-GOLD corpora containing 590,279 and 1,058,629 tokens
respectively. In contrast, the revised and standardised Sosialurin corpus contains
117,690 tokens. To evaluate the effect of the training corpus size on the models in the
current project, a comparison experiment was carried out, where, alongside Faroese,
ABLTagger was trained and evaluated on three Icelandic corpora of a similar size
to the Sosialurin corpus.

The corpora used for comparison are all sub-corpora of the MIM-GOLD corpus
discussed in Section 2.3.1.1. MIM-GOLD contains 13 sub-corpora, divided by text
category. Two of these, the FBL and MBL sub-corpora, were chosen to serve as
comparisons, both because of their relatively fitting size and because they, like the

38The PoS tags VNAP2 and VEAP2 do not appear in the Sosialurin corpus.
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Sosialurin corpus, are based on newspaper articles, from Fréttablaðið and Morgun-
blaðið respectively. Thus, aside from the obvious difference in language, the text
content of the corpora should theoretically be similar.

The two sub-corpora chosen are of a similar, but not equal, size as the Sosialurin
corpus; the FBL corpus is somewhat smaller and the MBL corpus is more than twice
as large. As such, having a third corpus for comparison, even more similar in size to
Sosialurin, would be useful. This was achieved by sampling sentences from the larger
MBL corpus and generating a new data set, MBL-resize, which is almost identical
in size to the Sosialurin corpus.

In Table 31, the three Icelandic reference models and the sizes and lexical content
of their training corpora are shown alongside the Sosialurin Revised model. The
fields shown are the model name, corpus name and the total number of sentences
and tokens in the corpus.

Total Total
Corpus Model sentences tokens
FBL MIM-F 7,093 94,224
MBL MIM-M 12,915 243,346
MBL-resize MIM-MR 6,155 117,957
Sosialurin S-Revised 6,156 117,690

Table 31: Icelandic reference models compared to the revised Sosialurin

4.1.4 Addition of morphological database

As discussed in Section 2.3.1.2 the full ABLTagger model uses a standardised mor-
phological database, the Database of Icelandic Morphology (DIM; Bjarnadóttir 2012;
Bjarnadóttir et al. 2019), to supplement the BiLSTM network of the tagger. Section
3.3.2 describes the Experimental Database of Faroese Morphology (EDFM), which
is a compilation of Faroese morphological data, formatted in the same way as the
DIM basic format used in the original ABLTagger experiment for Icelandic, and as
such, is applicable for tagging Faroese.

A specific model was created, hereafter referred to as S-R-Morph, which was
trained on the revised Sosialurin corpus and supplemented with the EDFM data.
The tagging accuracy of this model would then be compared to the S-Revised model
described in the previous sections, to evaluate the effect of the addition of EDFM
on the model.
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To further gauge the effect of EDFM on tagging accuracy, its effect was compared
to that of the DIM. This was set up similarly to the comparison described in Section
4.1.3, where three reference models were defined, hereafter referred to as MIM-
F-Morph, MIM-M-Morph and MIM-MR-Morph. These were trained on the three
reference corpora extracted from the MIM-GOLD corpus and supplemented with
the DIM, just as in the original ABLTagger experiment.

In the ABLTagger system, a rough indicator of how well suited a morphological
database like the DIM or EDFM is for tagging, is how much of the lexicon in a
given corpus, i.e., the word forms that appear, is represented in the database. The
better the representation, the better the database can guide the tagger. This lexicon
representation is illustrated in Table 32, along with each model’s name and training
corpus and morphological data set.

Model Data sets Represented
S-R-Morph Sosialurin + EDFM 60.26%
MIM-F-Morph FBL + DIM 58.73%
MIM-MR-Morph MBL-resize + DIM 68.33%
MIM-M-Morph MBL + DIM 65.33%

Table 32: Models with morphological data and lexicon representation

For the Sosialurin corpus, 60.26% of word forms are represented in EDFM inflectional
data. Meanwhile, the lexicon of the Icelandic reference corpora is represented fairly
similarly in DIM, falling between 58.73% and 68.33% for all three corpora. Taking
into account that DIM is about six times the size of EDFM, this is encouraging for
EDFM’s use in PoS-tagging Sosialurin.

4.2 Evaluation results

The evaluation of the trained models described in the previous section is discussed
below, in the same order as the models were introduced. All tagging accuracy calcu-
lations were done using output data from the 10-fold cross validation training step,
where overall accuracy, whole-sentence accuracy and known/unknown token accu-
racy was taken into account. Furthermore, specific error quantification and analysis
was done using Python scripts included with the ABLTagger source code.

4.2.1 Tagset revisions and error analysis

The evaluation results of the three “tagset models”, S-Baseline, S-Revised-V and
S-Revised, are is shown in Table 33.
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Model Token Sentence Known Unknown
S-Baseline 88.92% 23.50% 91.70% 55.85%
S-Revised-V 89.75% 24.09% 92.63% %
S-Revised 90.12% 25.55% 93.01% 56.01%

Table 33: Accuracy of taggers trained on different tagsets

It is apparent that the baseline model trained on the original, unrevised tagging
scheme achieves the lowest overall accuracy of the three. Adding only the MIM-
GOLD revisions to the tagset (S-Revised-V), as described in Section 3.1.2.1, results
in an accuracy gain of 0.83%, equivalent to a total error reduction of 7.51%. Further
simplifying the verbal tags as described in Section 3.1.2.2 (S-Revised), adds another
0.23% in accuracy gain, pushing the total error reduction to 10.05% compared to
the baseline. The fully revised tagging scheme also achieves the highest scores in
whole-sentence accuracy and for both known and unknown tag accuracy.

Although the fully revised tagging scheme produces the most accurate model out
of the three, there are some systematic errors in the tagging that the revisions do
not affect. In Table 34, the 10 most common errors in the models are shown.

S-Baseline S-Revised-V S-Revised
Proposed tag Error Proposed tag Error Proposed tag Error

No. > correct tag rate > correct tag rate > correct tag rate
1. ED > EA 2.24% DN > DG 3.07% DN > DG 3.35%
2. EA > ED 1.91% DG > DN 3.05% DG > DN 3.17%
3. VNPP3 > VI 1.59% VI > VNPP3 1.68% VNPP > VI 2.15%
4. VI > VNPP3 1.56% C > CI 1.65% VI > VNPP 1.84%
5. C > CI 1.51% VNPP3 > VI 1.52% C > CI 1.69%
6. EA > EN 1.33% C > CR 1.33% CI > C 1.20%
7. EN > EA 1.16% CI > C 1.25% CR > C 1.19%
8. CI > C 1.16% CR > C 1.15% C > CR 1.17%
9. CR > C 1.13% DN > C 0.83% DN > C 0.92%
10. C > CR 0.98% C > DN 0.72% C > DN 0.77%

Table 34: 10 most common errors in tagset evaluation, divided by tagging scheme

The most common errors in all the models concern adverbs and prepositions, specif-
ically concerning case governance. These are lines 1.-2. for the revised models and
1.-2. and 6.-7. for the baseline model. These errors play a bigger role in the S-Baseline
model, as the PoS tags EN, EA, ED, EG refer to prepositions that govern nomi-
native, accusative, dative and genitive case, respectively, with substantial ambiguity
between tokens that receive these tags. In the revised tagset, these are replaced
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by DN and DG, for prepositions39 that do not govern case and those which do
govern case, respectively, eliminating some of this ambiguity. Similar to these are
the various errors concerning conjunctions (or complementisers), i.e., the tag strings
starting with C. This is mainly caused by the words at, ið and sum (all meaning
‘that’) which can be variously tagged as conjunctions, relative conjunctions or (in
the case of at) as infinitive markers (in which case it means ‘to’).

Interestingly, even after removing grammatical person from tags of plural verbs,
these tags continue to cause errors. However, the errors in question, underlined in
Table 34, are not caused by ambiguity within the plural verb tags themselves, as
discussed in the previous section. Rather, these errors are caused by the Faroese
verbal infinitive form, which should receive the tag VI, being lexically identical to
the active present plural form, which should receive the tag VNPP after the tagset
revisions. Although at first glance, the table may suggest that this type of error
has a higher rate of occurrence in the fully revised model (from 1.68% and 1.52%
to 2.34% and 1.86%) this is not the case. This is simply because the revised tagset
merges the plural tags into VNPP, thus “collecting” the errors of this type.

At any rate, the omission of grammatical person in plural verb PoS tags raises
the overall accuracy of the model by a substantial amount without much loss of
grammatical information. As such, the S-Revised model is used for further evaluation
in the following sections.

4.2.2 Corpus size and contents

The three models trained on MIM-GOLD sub-corpora described above were evalu-
ated in the same way as the models in the previous section, with the results shown in
Table 35. Also shown in the table are the full baseline model from the original ABL-
tagger experiment and the S-Revised model, the model which achieved the highest
accuracy in the previous section, along with the total token count of all the training
corpora used.
Based on the Icelandic reference models and the original ABLTagger Baseline model,
there seems to be a correlation between corpus size and tagging accuracy; the larger
the training corpus, the higher the achieved tagging accuracy is. With this in mind, at
90.06%, the Faroese S-Revised model achieves a relatively high accuracy, surpassing
the overall accuracy of two of the smaller Icelandic reference corpora, although not
approaching the 93.25% of the original ABLTagger baseline model. These accuracy

39In the original tagging scheme prepositions receive a tag string starting with E. These are
merged with adverbs (D) in the revised tagging schemes.
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Model name Token Sentence Known Unknown Corpus size
S-Revised 90.12% 25.55% 93.01% 56.01% 117,690
MIM-F 87.28% 34.87% 93.46% 56.75% 94,224
MIM-MR 88.31% 24.57% 93.22% 59.78% 117,957
MIM-M 91.03% 32.71% 94.41% 64.85% 243,346
ABLTagger Baseline 93.25% – 95.19% 66.84% 590,279

Table 35: Revised Sosialurin model, reference models and ABLTagger baseline

scores are of course not directly comparable in all respects, as although the technical
aspects of the models are identical (and, in theory, the text genre of the training
corpora), the tagset used for Faroese is still in a few ways simpler than the one for
Icelandic, which may slightly affect the final tagging accuracy. The results do however
show that while the accuracy of the Faroese S-Revised model is not comparable to
the original ABLTagger baseline, it is in the same ballpark as the Icelandic reference
models.

Along with corpus size, the content of each corpus plays an important role for
the final tagging accuracy and applicability of the output model. In this respect it is
important to note that despite similarity in size, the actual variety of the contents
of the Sosialurin corpus is much more limited than the reference corpora. Table 31,
originally shown in Section 4.1.3 is repeated below as Table 36, additionally showing
the total count of unique token-tag pairs and count of each unique token in each
training corpus.

Total Total Unique token-
Corpus Model sentences tokens tag pair Unique tags
FBL MIM-F 7,093 94,224 23,900 504
MBL MIM-M 12,915 243,346 46,356 534
MBL-resize MIM-MR 6,155 117,957 27,538 525
S-Revised Sosialurin 6,156 117,690 18,354 373

Table 36: Contents of Sosialurin corpus compared to the Icelandic reference corpora

From the table, it is apparent that the Sosialurin corpus contains fewer unique token-
tag pairs than even the smallest of the reference corpora. Additionally, the number
of unique PoS tags that appear in the corpus is relatively low, compared to the
reference corpora, although this is to be expected, to an extent.40 What this means
is that that the contents of the Sosialurin corpus are more homogeneous than the

40The revised Faroese tagset contains fewer possible tags than its Icelandic counterpart and it
is not ruled out that some aspects of Faroese grammar may cause the number of different tags in
a corpus to be low, compared to Icelandic.
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reference corpora and, furthermore, may be less representative of Faroese at large
than the reference corpora are of Icelandic.

This has two consequences. Firstly, due to the 10-fold cross validation used in
the evaluation, the whole corpus serves as a training and test set simultaneously.
If the corpus is relatively monotonous with the same lexicon appearing often, a
higher tagging accuracy may follow. Secondly, if the Sosialurin corpus is not very
representative of Faroese in general, the model trained on it may have more difficulty
generalising on new, unseen texts.

4.2.3 Morphological data

The evaluation of the ABLTagger model supplemented with EDFM is shown in
Table 37.

Model name Token Sentence Known Unknown
S-Revised 90.12% 25.55% 93.01% 56.01%
S-R-Morph 91.40% 29.01% 92.89% 51.41%

Table 37: Sosialurin morphology evaluation results

The full model with morphological data achieves a overall accuracy of 91.40%, the
highest for all the Faroese models. When compared to the S-Revised model, which
achieved a 90.12% accuracy, this shows that applying the EDFM raises the final
accuracy by 1.28%, amounting to a total error reduction of 12.96%.

Interestingly, the morphological model achieves a substantially lower accuracy
for unknown words and also somewhat lower for known words. This is however fully
in line with the results of the original ABLTagger experiment for Icelandic, where
similar effects were reported when the baseline model was supplemented with DIM.
This is caused by the ratio of unknown words within the corpus dramatically drop-
ping with the addition of a morphological lexicon, thus leaving fewer but possibly
harder words for the tagger to sort out without the guidance of the morphological
data.

The comparison of the S-R-Morph model to the Icelandic reference models is
shown in Table 38. Each model’s accuracy is shown along with the accuracy gain
provided by the morphology data and the ratio of lexicon representation, as discussed
in Section 4.1.4.
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Model name Accuracy Morph. gain Represented
S-R-Morph 91.40% +1.28% 60.26%
MIM-F-Morph 90.69% +3.41% 58.73%
MIM-MR-Morph 91.85% +3.54% 68.33%
MIM-M-Morph 92.36% +1.33% 65.33%

Table 38: Morphology model results, accuracy gain and ratio of represented lexicon

In comparison to the Icelandic reference models, the accuracy gain that the EDFM
provides when tagging Faroese is comparatively low. Indeed, DIM contains a much
more thorough description of Icelandic than EDFM does of Faroese and thus should
in theory provide better results when applied with ABLTagger. However, even in the
case of the MIM-F-Morph reference model, where the lexical representation in DIM
is about the same as for Sosialurin in EDFM (58.73% vs. 60.26%), the accuracy gain
is more than double for the Icelandic model, giving a 3.41% vs. 1.28% improvement
for the Faroese. The most likely interpretation of these results is that the ratio of
lexical representation of a corpus in a morphological database is not as predictive of
its efficiency when applied in a tagging system like ABLTagger.

4.2.4 Applicability of the Faroese model

It remains to be discussed how effectively the tagger produced in the current project
can be applied in PoS-tagging Faroese text in general. In Table 39, the current
project’s S-R-Morph model, hereafter referred to as the Faroese ABLTagger model,
is compared to the the last dedicated PoS-tagging implementation for Faroese, by
Hansen et al. (2004), who trained the TnT tagger (Brants 2000) on the Sosialurin
corpus, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.41 Although this tagger used a slightly different
tagset compared to the current project, as detailed in Section 3.1.1, and the exact
evaluation procedure used is not known, it can serve as a tentative comparison for
the current project, in lieu of a previous state-of-the-art tagging implementation for
Faroese.

As is apparent in Table 39, with an overall tagging accuracy of 91.40%, the
model produced in the current project returns a substantial improvement on the
previous tagger, which achieved an accuracy of 87.00%. The result achieved by the

41The Faroese Giellatekno implementations, discussed in Section 2.2.3, although not containing
a PoS tagger per se, do contain a rule based grammatical analyser, which can function somewhat
like a PoS tagger. However, these implementations have not been evaluated in a similar way to the
taggers discussed here and are thus left out of the discussion. The possibility of future comparisons
remains.
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Implementation Overall Known Unknown
Hansen et al. (2004) 87.00% 91.00% 64.70%
Faroese ABLTagger model 91.40% 92.89% 51.41%

Table 39: Tagging accuracy for the current project compared to previous best

Faroese ABLTagger model is quite promising, especially as it is uses a quite fine-
grained tagset. By these metrics, the current project has produced the most accurate
dedicated, fine-grained PoS tagger for Faroese to date.

Despite the high reported accuracy, there are still two main issues regarding
the general application of the Faroese ABLTagger model, both of which concern
the contents of the training corpus used. Firstly, the overall accuracy, although
high, does not approach the accuracy of the full ABLTagger model for Icelandic,
which, as discussed in Section 3.1.2, has a similar tagset and overall morphology
to Faroese. In theory, a substantially higher tagging accuracy should be obtainable
for Faroese with the ABLTagger system, but it is limited by the size and contents
of the training data used. Secondly, as discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2, the
low number of unique token-tag pairs in the Sosialurin corpus and the fact that
the corpus only consists of news articles, indicates that its contents are likely not
representative of Faroese-language texts in general. The Faroese ABLTagger model
would thus perform well on news-like texts in its current form, but likely return
sub-optimal results when tagging large, unseen texts in different genres, which is of
course the main goal when developing a PoS tagger.

When approached with these issues in mind, the Faroese ABLTagger model is a
substantial leap in development for PoS-tagging Faroese and for Faroese language
technology in general, as the main data sets used in its development are either
novel, as is the case for the EDFM, or have been standardised considerably, as is
the case for the Faroese tagset and the Sosialurin corpus. It also underlines the
effectiveness of the ABLTagger system as described by Steingrímsson et al. (2019)
in PoS-tagging grammatically rich languages with a fine-grained tagset. Finally, as
a general purpose PoS tagger, the Faroese ABLTagger model is, at least on paper,
the best of its kind and will hopefully only improve with further advances in Faroese
language technology.
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5 Conclusion

The aim of the project described here was to develop a dedicated, high-accuracy
PoS-tagging solution for Faroese. This was achieved by training ABLTagger, a state-
of-the-art PoS-tagging system for Icelandic, on Faroese language data which had
been revised and formatted with methods and tools based on Icelandic NLP re-
search. This produced a Faroese PoS-tagging model which achieves a 91.40% overall
tagging accuracy, when trained on the 100,000 word Sosialurin corpus and evalu-
ated using 10-fold cross validation. The last similar PoS-tagging implementation for
Faroese achieved a 87.0% overall accuracy. Thus, in the absence of recent compara-
ble implementations, the Faroese ABLTagger model may tentatively be considered
the state-of-the-art for PoS-tagging Faroese.

In addition to developing the PoS tagger, this project produced various additional
data sets which could prove useful in further research in Faroese language technol-
ogy. These include a proposed revised PoS-tagging scheme for Faroese, mainly based
on the Icelandic MIM-gold tagging scheme, as well as the standardised and revised
version of the corresponding Sosialurin PoS-tagged Corpus. The same goes for the
EDFM, the experimental morphological database compiled for use with the tagger.
Although its format is based on its Icelandic counterpart, DIM, and is mostly com-
piled from already existing Faroese dictionary data, with 67,488 word forms and
about 1,000,000 inflectional forms, it is the first of its kind for Faroese as a single,
accessible data set designed for use in language technology implementations.

In the evaluation phase of PoS-tagging model, three main variables were taken
into account. These were the scope of the PoS tagset used, the size and contents
of the training corpus and the effects of supplementing the tagger with the EDFM
morphological data. The PoS tagset evaluation indicated that by applying revisions
based on the Icelandic MIM-GOLD tagset to the original Faroese tagset, in addition
to a language-specific simplification of verbal plural form tags, overall tagging accu-
racy was improved significantly. The evaluation of corpus size and content showed
that the Faroese model achieved a somewhat higher accuracy than three Icelandic
reference corpora of a similar size. This may either be inherent to the slightly sim-
pler Faroese tagging scheme, when compared to the Icelandic, or that the contents
of the Sosialurin corpus are more homogeneous than the Icelandic corpora, which
would imply that the resulting PoS tagger would generalise poorly on unseen text.
Finally, the evaluation of morphology supplementation showed that, despite being
highly experimental, the EDFM also raised the overall tagging accuracy for Faroese,
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although not as much as the DIM when it is applied to similar sized Icelandic refer-
ence models. This difference is partly to be expected, as the DIM is currently about
six times the size of the EDFM.

As Faroese digital language resources are, at the moment, few and far between,
Faroese language technology has ground to cover before it can be considered fully
equipped to tackle recent innovations in the field. As the data sets and PoS-tagging
model produced in this project have been made available online,42 they may well
serve as a basis for further developments, both to implement new NLP applications
and provide further opportunities for linguistic research.

42See: https://github.com/hinrikur/far-ABLTagger.
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Appendix

Corpus cross validation sets

This section describes the various training and testing sets of the corpora used in the
current project. Five PoS-tagged corpora were used as training material, evaluated
using 10-fold cross validation. Two of these corpora are modified versions of the
Faroese Sosialurin corpus; the revised Sosialurin corpus and the baseline Sosialurin
corpus. The other three are sub-corpora of the Icelandic MIM-GOLD corpus, used
as reference corpora in the evaluation phase of the project. These were the FBL
corpus, the FLB corpus and the MBL-resize corpus, a resized version of the MBL
corpus.

Each corpus’ training and testing splits used in the cross validation are described
below, with statistical information on the corpus’ contents. There are ten training
splits and ten testing split per corpus, labelled numerically, with testing split 1 in a
given corpus being used to evaluate training split 1, and so forth.
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A.1 Revised Sosialurin corpus

The revised Sosialurin corpus contains the PoS-tagged text of the original Sosialurin
corpus (Hansen et al. 2004), with all revisions and text standardisations applied to
it, as described in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2. This corpus contains 117,690 tokens in total
and was used to train the S-Revised and S-R-morph models discussed in Sections
4.2.1 and 4.2.3, respectively. The statistics of the cross validation sets for this corpus
are identical to the corpus used to train the S-Revised-V model in Section 4.2.1, as
the differences between the corpora were confined to the tagset and not the corpus
text. The training and testing sets are shown in Table 40.

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Test set 1 616 11,766 3,868 3,435 286
Test set 2 616 12,023 4,072 3,625 292
Test set 3 616 11,777 3,959 3,543 298
Test set 4 616 12,225 4,030 3,544 297
Test set 5 616 11,589 3,925 3,498 286
Test set 6 616 11,497 3,950 3,516 294
Test set 7 615 11,808 3,936 3,506 299
Test set 8 615 11,417 3,860 3,462 291
Test set 9 615 11,785 3,900 3,479 286
Test set 10 615 11,803 3,918 3,484 291

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train set 1 5,540 105,924 17,241 14,373 368
Train set 2 5,540 105,667 17,156 14,353 370
Train set 3 5,540 105,913 17,204 14,369 370
Train set 4 5,540 105,465 17,222 14,397 370
Train set 5 5,540 106,101 17,232 14,398 369
Train set 6 5,540 106,193 17,196 14,369 368
Train set 7 5,541 105,882 17,278 14,450 371
Train set 8 5,541 106,273 17,270 14,415 372
Train set 9 5,541 105,905 17,259 14,427 371
Train set 10 5,541 105,887 17,261 14,423 372

Table 40: Sosialurin Revised cross validation splits
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A.2 Baseline Sosialurin corpus

The baseline Sosialurin corpus contains the PoS-tagged text of the original Sosialurin
corpus (Hansen et al. 2004), with standardized text, as described in Section 3.2, but
with an unmodified tagset from the original. This corpus was used to train and
evaluate the S-Baseline model, described in Section 4.2.1. The corpus contains a
total of 117,822 tokens. The discrepancies in sentence and token count between
this corpus and the revised corpus described in Section A.1 is caused by artefacts
in tokenisation left over from the corpus pre-processing step and do not affect the
tagging accuracy of the output model significantly. The training and testing sets are
shown in Table 41.

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Test set 1 629 11,519 3,961 3,496 306
Test set 2 629 11,616 4,003 3,509 301
Test set 3 629 11,605 4,026 3,561 303
Test set 4 629 11,639 3,925 3,474 297
Test set 5 629 11,960 3,979 3,480 301
Test set 6 629 11,850 3,965 3,467 300
Test set 7 628 11,974 4,080 3,591 310
Test set 8 628 11,768 4,021 3,506 308
Test set 9 628 11,811 4,006 3,501 312
Test set 10 628 12,080 4,018 3,503 304

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train set 1 5,657 106,303 17,498 14,363 385
Train set 2 5,657 106,206 17,513 14,373 385
Train set 3 5,657 106,217 17,502 14,357 387
Train set 4 5,657 106,183 17,521 14,368 387
Train set 5 5,657 105,862 17,536 14,404 388
Train set 6 5,657 105,972 17,530 14,390 387
Train set 7 5,658 105,848 17,528 14,403 388
Train set 8 5,658 106,054 17,492 14,374 384
Train set 9 5,658 106,011 17,485 14,360 387
Train set 10 5,658 105,742 17,488 14,353 387

Table 41: Sosialurin Baseline cross validation sets
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A.3 MIM-GOLD FBL reference corpus

The MIM-GOLD FBL corpus is one of the 13 sub-corpora of the Icelandic MIM-
GOLD PoS-tagged corpus. It consists of texts from the Icelandic newspaper Frét-
tablaðið and is the smallest of the three reference corpora used in the current project,
containing 94,224 tokens in total. This corpus was used to train and evaluate the
MIM-F and MIM-F-Morph models discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2, respectively.
The training and testing sets are shown in Table 42.

Data set Sentence Token Unique token- Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train split 1 710 9,575 4,533 4,200 374
Train split 2 710 9,407 4,483 4,154 379
Train split 3 710 9,287 4,498 4,206 378
Train split 4 709 9,571 4,571 4,257 381
Train split 5 709 9,331 4,421 4,123 368
Train split 6 709 9,605 4,616 4,295 371
Train split 7 709 9,213 4,393 4,073 363
Train split 8 709 9,425 4,473 4,145 370
Train split 9 709 9,583 4,476 4,188 368
Train split 10 709 9,227 4,365 4,071 369

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train split 1 6,383 84,649 23,923 21,148 501
Train split 2 6,383 84,817 23,973 21,200 496
Train split 3 6,383 84,937 23,939 21,134 501
Train split 4 6,384 84,653 23,907 21,119 502
Train split 5 6,384 84,893 24,005 21,208 501
Train split 6 6,384 84,619 23,862 21,114 501
Train split 7 6,384 85,011 23,992 21,219 500
Train split 8 6,384 84,799 23,951 21,173 501
Train split 9 6,384 84,641 23,942 21,167 502
Train split 10 6,384 84,997 24,009 21,207 501

Table 42: MIM-GOLD FBL reference corpus cross validation sets
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A.4 MIM-GOLD MBL reference corpus

The MIM-GOLD MBL corpus is one of the 13 sub-corpora of the Icelandic MIM-
GOLD PoS-tagged corpus. It consists of texts from the Icelandic newspaperMorgun-
blaðið and is the largest of the three reference corpora used in the current project,
containing 243,346 tokens in total. This corpus was used to train and evaluate the
MIM-M and MIM-M-Morph models discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2, respec-
tively. The training and testing sets are shown in Table 43.

Data set Sentence Token Unique token- Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Test set 1 1,292 24,031 9,034 8,126 456
Test set 2 1,292 24,433 9,209 8,328 453
Test set 3 1,292 26,037 9,888 8,965 456
Test set 4 1,292 24,199 9,120 8,198 454
Test set 5 1,292 23,926 9,137 8,261 454
Test set 6 1,291 24,138 9,193 8,281 462
Test set 7 1,291 24,105 8,961 8,100 459
Test set 8 1,291 24,816 9,371 8,532 452
Test set 9 1,291 23,709 8,965 8,083 454
Test set 10 1,291 23,952 9,048 8,188 457

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train set 1 11,623 219,315 45,449 38,769 532
Train set 2 11,623 218,913 45,519 38,852 532
Train set 3 11,623 217,309 45,005 38,389 532
Train set 4 11,623 219,147 45,547 38,899 531
Train set 5 11,623 219,420 45,511 38,820 532
Train set 6 11,624 219,208 45,473 38,830 533
Train set 7 11,624 219,241 45,622 38,941 530
Train set 8 11,624 218,530 45,274 38,606 530
Train set 9 11,624 219,637 45,564 38,883 533
Train set 10 11,624 219,394 45,505 38,825 528

Table 43: MIM-GOLD MBL reference corpus cross validation sets
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A.5 Resized MIM-GOLD MBL-resize reference corpus

The MIM-GOLD MBL-resize corpus is one of the 13 sub-corpora of the Icelandic
MIM-GOLD PoS-tagged corpus. It consists of texts sampled from the MIM-GOLD
MBL corpus described in A.4, to create a reference corpus similar in size to the
revised Sosialurin corpus, described in A.1. As a result, it contains 117,957 tokens
in total. This corpus was used to train and evaluate the MIM-MR and MIM-MR-
Morph models discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2, respectively. The training and
testing sets are shown in Table 44.

Data set Sentence Token Unique token- Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Test set 1 616 11,832 5,086 4,664 404
Test set 2 616 12,054 5,215 4,826 386
Test set 3 616 13,471 5,711 5,298 399
Test set 4 616 11,843 5,137 4,732 395
Test set 5 616 11,026 4,819 4,416 394
Test set 6 615 11,375 4,929 4,530 409
Test set 7 615 11,540 4,898 4,526 405
Test set 8 615 11,866 5,134 4,744 413
Test set 9 615 11,283 4,924 4,511 408
Test set 10 615 11,667 5,049 4,640 402

Data set Sentence Token Unique token Unique Unique
name count count tag count tokens tags
Train set 1 5,539 106,125 26,740 23,201 521
Train set 2 5,539 105,903 26,695 23,169 522
Train set 3 5,539 104,486 26,269 22,751 520
Train set 4 5,539 106,114 26,776 23,235 521
Train set 5 5,539 106,931 26,923 23,378 521
Train set 6 5,540 106,582 26,829 23,304 522
Train set 7 5,540 106,417 26,866 23,333 519
Train set 8 5,540 106,091 26,731 23,190 520
Train set 9 5,540 106,674 26,819 23,296 521
Train set 10 5,540 106,290 26,785 23,250 519

Table 44: MIM-GOLD MBL-resize reference cross validation sets
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